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THIS WORK CONSISTS OF THREE PARTS;

PREFACE

One of the sacred books of China, written by fOUf
ancient sages and ever supported by the leading phi
losophers of the times, is Yi King of which the full text
and appendixes in the Chinese original and in the
English translation will be soon published as a second
volume of this work.

The work in the first volume consists of a special
treatise on all of the symbols of the Yi King and that
of the second volume is the text of Yi King and its
appendixes. , The essential feature of the work is the
record of the writer's discoveries, after his life study on
the fundamentals of this subject, namely, the perfect
agreement of these symbols with those of the algebraic
terms of the expanded expression of a binomial sixth
power, and the concord in the numerical value of the
two technical terms, assigned in their elementary forms,
to the length of day and night of the two solstices in
China, or the explanation as to why those technical
terms, 9 and 6, are used throughout the whole text in
delineation of those symbols. This is fully illustrated by
the Exhibits.

The uses of Yi have been kept as esoteric secrets by
philosophers mainly as a precaution against abuses, and
therefore as yet remain a -mystery. It is supposed that
one who-really understands them would know everything
and thus attain a knowledge of the future. The attempt
of the writer, in trying to develop these secrets, has not
yet proved to be such a great success, but those intuitive
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discoveries as mentioned, might, perhaps, give as a
sidelight the basis for the furtherance of this study, with
the hope that through the present gropings like those of
the ancient alchemist, a state of science, comparable to
modern chemistry, may some day be attained.

Demonstrative of these discoveries, are the facts
brought out in the various Exhibits mathematically,
physically, astronomically, and also logically. All these
proofs tend to support one fact, namely, that these
symbols, when they are together cover one whole, and
when separate, cover its parts, and when once assigned
with a concept of our universe, they may be applied to
entities such as, space, matter, force and time, as marks
representing the Changes with which the said Yi King
mainly treats as its principle philosophy.

For guidance and advance in this study, it is safe to
say that the student interested in it should rely princi
pally on the original text and its appendixes which
appear in the second volume of this work, rather than
on the first volume which concerns itself solely with
a study of the symbols. The English translation of
the original text and its appendixes is compiled from
Dr. Legge's translation of the Yi King, and will be found
to be frequently quoted in the writer's work. The

.writer has re-arranged Dr. Legge's translation and has
inserted the two technical terms, Nine and Six, exactly
as found in the Chinese original, and this latter, in.
Chinese is given side by side with the translation. For
the detailed commentaries on the text in English, the
reader should refer to Dr. Legge's original work as
published in 1899 by the Oxford University Press as
Part II of " The Sacred Books of China."

Z. D. SUNG.
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corrections to the manuscript of this publication.
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Its Composition
of Material of

the Development
from its Symbols
&I the Very Origin

of A Text and
Appendl~es

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

INTRODUCTION

Yi King :-ls the name of a book phonetically trans

The MeanIng of lated from the Ohinese with the meaning
Yl King of Yr being" Changes" and that of KING

"Warps," or a Bible of Philosophy to Chinese thinkers.

It can be referred to in many ways, such as YI being
an abbreviation of YI KING, YI of Kau or Chen Yr

meaning belonging to Kau or Chcu dynasty,
Its Various 0 0
Namei and LASSIO OF RANGES being translated from

Now Called a 't . d k' Ch'LogIc of Changes 1 S meamng an ran lng among mese
branches of literature, BOOK OF ORANGES

as it is commonly named; or CHINESE LOGro OF CUANGES

being a name used throughout this work, named after
many other sciences, having the same termination
"LOGY" which means LOGIC, or a special logic dealing
with Changes, which differs from ordinary logic such as

Kinematography from Photography,-as one change in
nature from another more fixed, though they are both

soiences of formal thought.
It is composed of material developed from its very

origin of only eight primitive symbols, called EIGHT
TRIGRAMS (or figures composed of three
lines each) devised by Fu HSI, B.C, 3322,

I

being then the name symbols for eight
worldly natural objects or phenomena, such
as Heaven, Earth, Thunders, Winds, Fire,.
Water, Mountains and Marshes. From

those eight. symbols they were extended to sixty four



combinations of two combined, called SIXTY FOUR
HEXAGRAMS (or figures composed of now six lines each)
by the king Wan being the founder of the CHEU dynasty,
B.O. 1143 who also gave these names with their relative
explanations. Again hom those explanations which were
for each and every entire one of those figures, there were
added explanations for each and every separate one of
their component lines, which are called YAOS. Since the
names and meanings of Trigrams to trigrams, Hexagrams
to hexagrams, and Yaos to yaos (or lines to lines) are
either particular terms or merely indicating phrases of
particular judgment of divinations from experiences,
they were reasoned and deduced by Confucius, B. o.
550-478, into truths of greater generality in his work
called the TEN ApPENDIXES.

It was used originally perhaps as an official book of
divination by ancient rulers until the time of Confucius

who bega.n to utili~ the material of the
IlJ DI~~~~lty of same to be interpreted into a philosophy,

while many other great thinkers of inferior
rank turned the same into their doctrine of many other
branches of sciences,-such as politics, sociology, ethics,
medicine, law, military, mathematics and probably many
others, and likewise thinkers of Buddhism and Taoism
into their own religions. In fact, in ancient times, the
art of divinations was also an important science.

Having enumerated the meanings of the book, its
various names, its composition of materials of develop

ment and its diversity of uses, all of which
l~p;:::Ii=:.d belong to the text and appendixes of the

YI KING proper, it is not yet the subject
matter of the writer's present work but merely a brief

3

introduction to their symbols. For the YI Knw and
appendixes proper, readers are referred to the many
valuable translations of foreign scholars, such as mention
ed by James Legge, the work of P. Regis and his
coadjutors titled Y·KING, ANTIQUISSIMUS SINARUM
LIBER, given to the public in 1834 by Jules Mohl, the
work of the Rev. Canon McClathie, M.A. published wit.h
the title of A TRANSLATION OF THE CONFUCIAN YI KING,
or THE CLASSIC OF CHANGES with NOTES and ApPENDIX,

-in 1876, that of James Legge himself titled THE
YI KING, PART II of THE SACRED BOOKS OF CHINA, and
that of Joseph Edkins with the title of THE YI KING,
WITH NOTES ON THE 64 KwA. as published in the CHINA
REVIEW. While in its original Chinese version, the
wonderful works of hundreds of Chinese native scholars
with their titles found in the catalogues of both official
and private famous libraries in China, if obtainable,
would ser've to give exhaustive and consistent explana
tions to the earnest students.

ITS SYMBOLS :--8ince its very origin YI lUNG, con
sisted of only EIGHT SYMBOLS, TRIGRAMS OF Fu HSI, or

symbol names of either nature objects or
IlJ Symbols

'phenomena, such as heaven, earth, etc.,
until the time of Confucius, when he began to extend their
uses deductively in many ways according to his thought
of reasoning. As in his conclusion of such symbols, they
all apparently mean merely the eight component parts of
a whole, viz., from those parts of the universe as a whole,
against those of the other worlds :-the world of their
corresponding qualitative natures, or attributes, such as
'strengthening, obeying, etc., that as a whole of a family"
of parents and children, such as father, mother, etc., that

INTRODUOTION
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5INTRODUOTION

the three' figures composed of two unbroken and one
broken lines each, and three other figures of one unbroken
and two br0lren lines each, as revealed correspondingly by
the three -yertices having two positive and one negative
face each, and the other three vertices having one positive
and two negative faces each. Now, in connection with
this match box, it led up to his thinking and reasoning
that while the words" World and its eight component
parts U are also symbols which could be used to imply us
of the real world and its parts, or a conception of both
of them, why not also something else, like, the form of
the said. match box, and its eight vertices, a binomial
cube and the eight component terms of its expansion, or
the whole of YI and its EIGHT TRIGRAMS? And in
backward turn, why not the last named EIGHT TRIGRAMS
to symbqlize themselves into those of other imaginary
worlds for the extension of our thought?

Their 'Exhibits and Remarks:-It is from this form
of a cube, that the writer in his association of reasoning,

gave in Part II of this volume THEIR
To the Exhibits
and Remarks of EXHIBITS geometrically,algebraically,arith

this Work
metically, and again in bringing them into

best possible harmony with the truths of the Confuclus
ArPENDIXES, annexed in Part III their remarks presented
in a manner as scientific as possible.

The work of the writer in this volume contains
entirely new methods of interpretations, which have
never been found in any book of YI KING, and these
were published in two successive days in the literal
section of the Chinese daily paper "China Times", dated
the 3rd and 4th of Jf,tnuary, 1924, a paper contributed to
at that time by a number of eminent scholars including,

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

The Discovery
of Their New

Interpretation to
the ,Exhibits 8!ld

Remarks ot
thls Work

as a whole of human bodily parts, such as the head, .belly,
etc., and that of tamed animals such as horse, ox, eto.,
which have been in most cases of MERE HYPOTHESIS.

Their New Dlscovery:-But when asked to, prove
physically, or positively on these eight symbols, especially

in this day of so many available developed
sciences, and taking the reason that a re~l

good truth is never too far from our
approach, it is this question that the writer
after the toils of at least ten years of his

leisure hOijIs, with a library of a hundred varieties of YI
KING, and a considerable collection of other divination
books or manuscripts, assi~ted by. primary study of
western sciences, DISCOVERED accidently a certain ~~!t

'Yhen using a match box in place of a school globe,~!l<i

holding its two C!1>posite vertice~ago~l!Lio_0he~~lldy

of the rotation of the earth as both around its own axis
and the sun. It revealed before his eyes

From the Form of three faces of the box positively and other
a Match Box '

three negatively, forming into two vertices,
physically exhibited in a definite and apparent manner
that every body could see, the two TRIGRAMS, namely
CHIEN and KWUN, the one of figures composed of three
unbroken lines and the other of three broken lines, or
referred to in this work as positive and negative Yao8, or
originally, in phonetical translation, as Yang Yao and Yin
Yao respectively (Yang meaning Sunny, while Yin moony,
and, Yao, the component parts of the trigrams). Alter
having established these two TRIGRAMS by the said two
vertices, there are found the remaining six TRIGRAMS :--:
TUI, LI, SUN in one series and CHEN, KAM,' KEN in
another series, as by the rest of the six other vertices:

4



such as Liang Chi Chao, Dr. Hu Shih, etc., although the
materials themselves used, are not new in sciences of
today. The most important item of it all which the
writer could present as being worthy of one's attention,
is the two ALGEBRAIO EXHIBITS of the symbols of YI
KING, the EIGHT TRIGRAMS and SIXTY FOUR HEXAGRAMS
which he discovered to be in perfect agreement with the
corresponding eight and sixty-four terms of a binomial
cube and sixth power respectively.

Their Values:-The support given to the value of
the Btudy of these symbols of YI KING appeared to

the writer to be of manifold reasons. Only
Their Values

figuring on its antiquity, it could be one. of
the wonders in the literary world, for they are symbols of
five thousand years ago, the earliest, and those of three
thousand years past, the latest, and alone relying on the
fame of the four mentioned sages who either devised or
explained the symbols, and that of so many great thinkers
of inferior rank of times who supported them, it would be
Bufficient enough to assure to one's belief that there are
good reasons for their labour.

Though primitive, they are but in this day of com
plexity, a dose of simplicity of five thousand years ago
and should be more valuable to us than ever, for one
could find in works of great thinkers even in recent days,
that symbols are extensively used in demonstrating their
principles out of great compleXIty, and even in this day
of developed sciences, there are left many subjects still
undeveloped, as if we were in the time of that antiquity,
requiring yet the use of these as primitive tools for the
advancement of work towards truth.

Moreover, the world in which we are is changing in

1
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7mTRODUCTION

From a Logic as
its New Nam~ to
Logical Exhibits

of the
Fourth Chapter

times and spaces, while we are its subjects, and so also
our affairs. Therefore, it could not be perfect if our
science of thought and reasoning should not be on this
changing basis. It warns us to take such immediate
advantages that would lead eventually to our future dis
advantages, and encourages us to bear such immediate
hardship that would lead finally to future happiness.

We could not denounce it as a worthless study simply
for the reason of its being a book of divination, or in
other words, for the reason that we are unable to find
many other desirable properties of nowadl1Ys, besides
that of divination, which is not suitable to our present
times.

In concluding this introductory writing, as an appeal
for interest to readers of thought and reasoning, the

writer has extracted from Jevon's logic
the Figures and Moods of Syllogisms
interpreted in these Symbols of YI KING,
and the Division of Genus to Species ac
cording to Dichotomy of Logic, graphically

explained in a system of its symbols, and newly added
together as the fourth chapter of THEIR EXHIBITS, as
instances of the new uses of these ancient symbols.
ASTRONOMICAL EXHIBITS are also newly added as the

fifth chapter, to prove the bearing of the
From the Changes
of the Length of whole system of YI symbols to the heavenly
Day and Night to h . II d' th t
the Astronomical C. anges, eSpeCla y regar lllg e wo
EX~ibits of the numerals 9 and 6 which assigned res1)ec-

Fifth Chapter '
tively to the positive and negative YAO (or

A & B by the writer's interpretation) in the original
text in Chinese, were regarded as J ARGON and called·
as the line undivided, and the line divided, throughout

•

,I
/
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the translation work of the 64 Hexagrams by Legge,
and those exhibits are the fruit of the writer's labour
in the recent few years, being considered as the second
discovery of parallel importance to those of the first,
as figures, and therefore, the one includes explanation
as to why 9 and 6 are originally assigned to Positive
and Negative Yaos while the others, refer to the .Trigrams
and Hexagrams. Tho whole line of exhibits gives a
graphical account of the conception of the universe
underlYing the whole system of Yr symbols to their
symbolism, and show that they have an unlimited power
of covering, and applicability in dealing with our thought
of space, matter, and time. They are therefore the added
realistic proof of the earlier EXHIBITS and REMARKS of
this work to the original CONFUCIUS ApPENDIXES, and
also of the latter to our actual experience of the
UNIVERSE. This volume does not give any translation
or interpretation of the full text of YI KING, as this has
already been done by others, but does however, fill the
part that has been left undone by them,-especially
regarding the YI symbols themselves which yet reqllired
explanation by facts, having the proper bearing to them
and interpreted by the present sciences. Though the
writer has the positive belief that one who has a proper
understanding of YI KING, could understand things more
perfectly and deeply with the assistance of the sciences
as could be acquired nowadays, nevertheless, he would
like to correct the wrong thought as usually existed with
our elder scholars, that one could do without them, since
the importance of one is the same as the other like logic
and science, law and the facts from which it is derived,
shadow and figure, and knowledge and experience. As

INTRODUCTION

From all of the
Exhibits of the
First, Second,

Third and Fifth
Chapters to the

Conclusion of the
Exhibits of

Symbolism o(
Changes of the

Sixth Chapter

the YI KING, the Book of CHANGES, concerns changes,
one should never forget that the world we are in is
changing in space and time, and that one would, after a
study of Yr KING, regard it as living at all times and
useful to us, and that it will help to expand and concen
trate one's thought, but this is nevertheless not easy, as
it will only benefit one in a degree dependent on the mag
nitude of one's own effort in the study of tho proper text.
Probably the present work would be found helpful as in
troduction to the proper text to the enthusiastic student.
In this connection, as it is further found to be necessary,
a sixth chapter is newly added consisting of the vl1rious

exhibits of the symbolism of the changes
taking place from all of those of earlier
chapters which can be considered only as
materials of changes, that is, in othol'
words, most of those Geometrical Exhibits
in the first and second chapters, could be
taken as of space, or of matter as it occupies

space and those Physical Exhibits in the third chapter
which is lately inserted, as of force while those of Astro
nomical Exhibits in the fifth chapter, as of time. To
make the exhibits more complete, the writer has also
newly added to the first and second chapters, EXHIBITS
of the geometrical equivalent of algebraical formula of
both the binomial cube and sixth power, and also of
Analytic 'Geometry on Cartesian Coordinates in space, in
explanation of Yr symbols.

Just when I sent the work to the printers, I was
rather fortunate and thankful in having received by the
kind courtesy of Dr. H. Chatley his work in similar line,
titled "The Chinese Mystical Philosophy in Modern Terms"

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING8



which I find is a very valuable piece to be added as
Appendix to my work for the benefit of the readers,
as mostly related to PhYBics. The work had been
published in The China Journal of Science and Arts, and
I have newly added a few illustrations. His work would
be valuable quotations to mine, especially regarding
the Sun and Earth in the sense of being the giver and
receiver of the energy, and also the Kinetio and Potential
energies described as Yang and Yin, to mine of the
Astronomical exh!bits, Part II and the example (B) of
Remark XI, Part III respectively.

Exhibits of Yi Symbols assigned with various forms
and graduationa, other than the eubic one principally
treated in this work, called 'Yr SYMBOLS AS IMAGlliAR,Y

GAUGES' will alBo be found in the Appendix.

10 THE SYMBOLS Oll' YI KING

PART II

THEIR EXHIBITS
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THEIR EXHIBITS

CHAPTER I

EIGHT TRIGRAMS

What really results when these Eight Trigrams are
combined together as a whole?

The combination is a Binomial Third Power or a
Binomial Cube.

The following diagrams will show how this conclusion
is reached.

Diagrams Nos. 1 and 2 are Geometrical Exhibits:

Shown in one is a cube described by Positive
and Negative faces, and in the other by Positive and
Negative lines, when these Eight Trigrams are

I

combined. They are either eight constitutional
positions, or parts, of the cube when they are taken
separately.

Diagrams Nos. 3 and 4 are Mathematical Exhibits:

(1) One is Algebraic and
(1) the other Arithmetic (using arbitrary

.figures).

Diagrams Nos. 5 and 6 are other Geometrical
Exhibits:-

(1) One is by Octants of Analytio Geometry,
and

(1) the other, of the Geometrical Equivalent of

the Algebraic Formula.

!~
i
I



13THEIR EXHIBITS

.....

DesorIptIon or the Diagram No.1 (Geometrical Exhibit,

by cubical faces)

This is to prove Eight Trigrams by the Positive and

Negative faces of a cube, thus:-

Taking the three faces, namely, left, top and front

which form half of a cube, to be called l'ositi \'e

Faces, and anyone of these Positive Facel:i as ...

...... (The constitutional element of the synillol

Trigram is called Yao) Positive Yao mHtJ

Taking the other three faces, namely, right, bottom

and rear which form another half of the cube, to

be called Negative Faces, and anyone of these

Negative Faces as ......Negative Yao (@~J

Taking the positions:-

.Front and rear as Position of Upper YaoU.JtJ

Top and bottom as Position of Middle Yao

(IF Jt)

Left and right as ......Position of Lower Yao

("fJt)

Taking the eight vertices of a cube as ...... Eight

Trigrams UUr)

and anyone of these vertices, say;-

the one having 3 Positive Faces as ...... " Chien"

Trigram (¥ttrJ

the one having 2 Positive Faces and 1 Negative

if located in the middle as ...... " Li " Trigram
(~!I-)

if located on the left as ...... " Tui" Trigram
(jUr)

if located on the right as ...... " Sun" Trigram
(~!I-)

p.

Bu. Vsunoa

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
T
I
I •
lx.nVlI:n1I:I

·i"': , ...... "' .... ~.;....>,';', .;'.
<"'; ~~_•. ; . .:.•.-::..

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

GEOMETRICAL EXHIBIT (BY CUBICAL FACES)

Fig. 1

P - Positive (Yuo. or Unbroken line)

N = Negative (Yao; or Broken line)

Yao= Line (or Elementary form of Yi Symbols)

1 = 1st (or Lower Yao position)

2 - 2nd (or Middle Yao position)

3 - 3rd (or Upper Yao position)

N••

K•••

P.~~~~;;,:

P.-

12



lZ1r.1fJ 1t1r.JfJ
CHIEN VERTICE TUI VERTICE

Front (Pa) --lttr(lIJJi::d Rear (Na) - - ~(lf;td

Top (P2 ) - J:(~::) Top (P2 ) - J:(~::}
Left (PI) - tr:(~t%-} Left (P1 ) -- tr.( .._}

l1m1r.1IJ ll1r.JfJ
LI VERTICE CHEN VERTICE

Front (Ps) -- JiiJ(~s) Rear (Na) - - ~(~i:!!)

Bottom (N2 ) - - 1'(1ft::} Bottom (N2 ) - - r(~!=:}

Left (P;L) - tr:(~~-} Left (P;L) - ti:(~~-}

~1r.1fJ -JXli1Il
SUN VE~TICE KAM VERTICE

Front (Ps) -- liiI(~~.Ei} Rear (Ns) - - ~(Jft::;)

Top (P2 ) -.- J:(~Ji::} Top (P2) - J:(~::}

Right (Ni ) - - ~(If!-) Right (1',T1 ) - - ~(~-)

pt1r.JIi :bft ir 1fJ
KEN VERTICE KWUN VERTICE

Front (Pa) - J!1JOib::;} Rear (Na) - - ~(f~~)

Bottom (N2 ) - - l'(~=} Bottom (N2 ) - - r(~~::}

Right (N i ) - - ~(M:-) Right (N1 ) - - ~(~-)

15

Tn. (b)

DruId)

Fig. 2

: I
I
I
IN•• _

:P,~

lp,_
1
I

THEIR EXHIBITS

P a> Positive (Yao, or Unbroken line)
N .... Negative (Yao, or Broken line)
Yao= Line (or Elementary form of Yi Symbols)
1· -= 1st (Of Lower Yao posi tion)
2 0;: 2nd· (or Middle Yao position)
3 ... 3rd (or Upper Yao position)

GEOMETRICAL EXHIBIT (BY CUBICAL EDGE LINES)

P.~

f,_
PI~

the one having 3 Negative Faces as ......"Kwun"
Trigram (:l1p!l')

or as follows :-

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

the one having 1 Positive and 2 Negative Faces

if located in the middle as ...... "Kam" Trigram
(*~,)

if located on the left as " Chen" Trigram
(.~)

if located on the right as ......"Ken" Trigram
(.CJHf)

14



This is to prove Eight Trigrams by the Positive and
Negative bisegments of the edge lines of a cube, thus:-

i
1:
I:

17

... - ~.!., r::'

THEIR EXHIBITS

or those parts defined in particular as follows:-

Those translated side by side with Eight Trigram

Symbols in the following diagram No.3, when added to
gether, will be found as the algebraic expression given

below:-

~z 'if. itl :Q; -.Ie m~

CHIEN SOLID TUI SOLID

Width A(Ps) - U&lA Width B(N~) - - ~,~B

Depth A(P2) -- i"fiA Depth A(J\) -- ','::;A
Length A(P1) -- ~A LOllgth. A(I\) -- Ki\

--
~1t "J[ fill m: 1r. Hi~

LI SOLID CHEN SOLID

Width A(Ps) - UA1A Width B(Ns) .- - filJB
Depth B(N2 ) - - ~B Depth B(N2 ) - - ?:;;B
Length A(P1 ) --::&A Length A(Pl) -- AA

~1rftt tx J[ 1I.~1

SUN SOLID RAM SOLID

Width ,A(Ps) -- ~ilA Width B(N,,) - - VIilB
Depth A(P2} -- ~A Depth A(P2) -- ~'5A

Length B(N1 ) - - *B Length B(N1 ) - - :&J3

1?c1r.ftt :hlJ li fhrtt
KEN SOLID KWUN SOLID

Width A(Ps) - UilA vVidth B(Ns) - - rillE
Depth B(N2) - - itiE Depth E(N2 ) - - (,bB
Length B(N1 ) - - ~B Length B(N1 ) - - :!~B

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

Taking the numeral 3 of the three edge lines in raising

into a cubical power as The Number of
Three of the Three Yaos (=:~lH]=:)

Taking the two bisegments of each edge line (as if
A & B), to be called Positive and Negative
Bisegments, and any of these Positive and
Negative Bisegments a.s Positive and
Negative Yaos (~£~.3t)

Taking the parts of the diagram marked:-

(a) as The Trigram Cl Chien " (¥t!r) of 3
Positive Yaos

(h) as The Trigram (( Kwun" (!tjl!r) of 3

Negative Yaos

(d), (f) & (g) as The three Trigrams,
ClChen" (JUr), ((Kam" (~!r) & ffKen" (ljblir)

respectively, eaoh having 2 Negative and 1
Positive Yaos

(e), (c) & (b) as The three Trigrams,
ClSun" (~!f'), ff Li JJ (~Hr) & Cl Tui lJ <>tJr)
respectively, each having 2 Positive & 1
Negative Yaos

and (a) to (h) combined into one (i) in the
middle, as The Eight Trigrams
combined as One Whole ()\!rfi'-)

Description of the Diagram No.2 (Geometrical Exhibit,
by cubical edge lines)

16



19THEm EXHIBITS

A Translation of the Preceding Algebraio ExhIbit

AS

One Trigram of 3 positive Yaos

(or term of 3 A factors) :-

I-I AAA Khien Chien The symbol of strength
(or strengthening), of heaven,
of father, of the head and of a
horse (~).

As indicated by the reference numbers and algebraic
term translations, Legge's phonetically translated names,
Joseph Edkins' names, and meanings of the various
Trigrams are shown to bo as follows :-

3A2B

Three Trigrams of 2 positive and 1 negative Yaos

I (or terms of 2 A and 1 Bfactors) :-

11-1 BAA Tui Tui The symbol of pleasure
and satisfaction (or freeing),
of marsh, of youngest daugh
ter, of the mouth and of a
sheep (.1£).

11-2 ABA I.Ji Li The symbol of what is
bright (or separating), of fire,
of the second daughter, of the
eyes and of a pheasant (~j£).

11-3 AAB Sun Sun The symbol of penetrat-
ing (or entering), of wincl, of
the oldest daughter, of the.
thighs and of a fowl (JG).

'''.,

.1 ••• •

-r
/:

=3A2B

=3AB2

AAA

~t

ALGEBRAIC EXHIBIT

-- •-- --BAA ABA AAB

JG ift t'c!

*-- ---- ---- --BBA BAB ABB

At J~ rt

THE SYMBOLS Oll' YI KING

Ref. Nos.

I.}

-

18

-
iii-

II-} to II-3 ~
a~

~

ry
III-l to III-3 ii'

€I!)
~
-=-

- ----ft --
IV.} --fiJ BBB =B3

J~ }1'
Fig. 3



21THEIR EXHIBrrS

Talting the eight products resulting from the expan-
sion of the cube of a binomial, u.s Th0

Eight Trigrams (i\~)

Taking the exponent 3 of a third power as The
Nurnbel' of Positions of the three Yaos of a
Trigram (.= 3t -fit ~t .=)

This is to translate the Eight Trigrams by the
letters of the alphabet employed in Algebra, thus :-

Taking the binomial, a sum of the two numbers, the
cubic root, as A combination of Positive

and Negative Yaos (f% ~ * ~)

Taking the letters to translate:-

(A) as Positive Yao (I%~)

(B) as Negative Yao (~1 ~)

Description Of The Diagram No.3 (Algebraic Exhibit)

.{\,' i':~~; f':?j~r%~~J:i:)j;~' )~l,;;;it!~.~i§~Jt;~~"" ,_ }~itf,'r\;\j;c',·"

f·
~

1

3AB2

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

:.:; ,

Three

20

B3

One Trigram of 3 negative Yaos

(or t.erm of 3 B factors):-

IV-l BBB Khwan Kwun The symbol of docility (or
obeying), of earth, of the
mother, of the belly and of an
ox (:t$).

The above eight algebraic terms, which agree in every
respect with Trigrams shown in the second column, when
summed up, being a cube of the binomial A+B, appear
as below:-

Trigrams of 1 positive and 2 negative Yaos

(or terms of 1 A and 2 B factors) :-

III-l BBA Kan Chen The symbol of stimulus to
movement (or moving), of
thunder, of the oldest son, of
the feet and of the dragon (R).

.III-2 BAB Khan Kam The symbol of what is
precipitous and perilous (or
sinking), of water, of the
second son, of the ears and of
a pig (=!X).

1II-3 ABB Kan Ken The symbol of stoppage
or arrest (or ceasing), of a
mountain, of the youngest son,
of the hands and of a dog (R).



Fig. 4

23THEm EXHIBITS

Description Of The DIagram No.4 (Arithmetio Exhibit) by

arbitrary figures)

This is to check the Eight Trigram Symbols being
afterward combined together as a Binomial Cube by
using arbitrary arithmetio figures in place of their Yaos
as one does in the similar algebraio expressions of the
foregoing diagram No.3) thus:-

Taking the following arbitrary arithmetio figures as
Yaos:-

3 as Positive Yao (IY! J.t)

2 as Negative Yao (ff! ~)

By assigning figure 3 to the elementary Positive Yao
symbols) 2 to Negative Yao symbols of all tri
grams, then after the operation of the multipli
cation of the numbers in the each trigram,
'summing them up) the total of the sum is equal
to Ithe third power of the sum of 3 and 2.

;'

THE SYMBOLS 011 YI KING

ARITHMETIO EXHIBIT (BY ARBITRARY FIGURES)

22

CHIEN TUI Lr CHl'..N BUN KAM KEN KWUN

c- - ~ c=:::J 0 0 [==:J 0 0 c:::=::J 0 0
c- - ~ c=:::J c=::::J 0 0 0 0 c::::::::::J~ c::::J 0 0c- _ ~ r-----. ,......--.., r----, 0 CJ t:J 0

'-----J~ L---l C=::J 0 0 0 DO CJ 0 Cl

[~J+OO0 QJOOQJOOQJ
[wOOm 3 cIDOOQ]@JOO
mOOJ~J[]@jooOO[]]

/25 3 27+18+18+12+18+12+12+8
r:3 2)1 .3 .2,.2 2 '.2 J
~ + :J=3 +JX2+3x2+3x2+3x2+3X2+3X.i+.2 I
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The OctanI o·x Z Y· - The Octlu,.t O·X Z Y' -- ---- --.Tho Octant O·X' Z Y - Tho Octanl O·X' Z Y' -- i :.
Tho Octant' O-X - - i'Z'Y -- Tho Octant O· X Z'Y' -- I',- -.- i-- -'-ThQ Oclant O·X' Z' Y -- Thc Oclant O-X'Z' Y' -- \:..

~ -- ,
~~
......

i.,
: ~
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Desorlptlon or the Diagram No. 6 (Analytic Geometrical
Exhibit, by Octants)

I

Taking the Eight Octants to be ,. The Eight
Trigrams

This is to prove Eight Trigrams by the Eight Octants
of space in solid analytic geometry, thus:-

Taking the three Cartesian Coordinates in space x,
z, and y to be, The three Yao of the
Upper, the Middle and the Lower positions

Taking the three Positive Coordinates X, Z, and Y
(or x, z, and y) to be Yang Yao (__)

or unbroken lines of the Upper, the .Middlo and
the Lower positions respectively

Taking the three Negative Coordinates X', Z', aml
Y' (or -x, -z, and -y) to be Ying Y1W
(- -) or broken lines of the Upper, the Middle
and the Lower positions respectively

, I

THEIR EXIDBITS

". ":';~}f}r~:tr':fj~~~~}~~:~~, t~F2~;j.;;2~il:~~~~~~~(~f.~;t>{;~.:~;:,r<, -t'·-··

!'.

Fig. (i

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

~.:... ,! ....

ANALYTIC GEOMETRICAL EXHIBIT (BY OCTANTS)

24



(11.+ b}l'=a3+3a2b+3ab2 + b3 or
(11.+ b)3=aaa+baa+aba+bba,+aab+ bab+abb+bbb

27'l'HEffi EXHIBITS

Description or the Diagram No.6 (Exhibit of the Geome
trical Equivalent of the Algebraical formula)

This is to prove Eight Trigrams by the Geometrical
Equivalent of the Algebmical Formula of the
cube of the binomial A+B:-

Taking the eight component division-solids to be
............The Eight Trigrams

Taking the three segments of the bisected edge lines
to be The three component lines or
Yaoa of a Trigram.

.' ;.'
\".;'~ .

'..

,',;

-"_a (&'b)
__ b

_'"- ... b· (ab2)._b

_a_a
-"

_a
__ b (alb)-a

Fig. 6

__ I>

_& (&bl )__b

THE SYMBOLS Oll' YI KING

EXHIBIT OF THE GEOMETRICAL EQUIVALENT OF
THE ALGEBRAICAL fORMULA

c._b

-" (&'b)_a

26



(A+B)6=A6+6A5B+ 15A4B2+20A3B3+
15A2B4+6AB6+B6

Diagrams Nos. 8 to 19 are of the Geometrical
Equivalent of the Algebraical Formula of the sixth power
of the binomial A+B, inferred from No.7, and developed
indirectly from that of the third power of the quadri
nomial AA+BA+AB+BB. They are in particular as
follows :-

1. Diagram No.8 shows the sixty four products of
its expansion being classified into eight Divisions
of eight Subdivisions each.

29. THEIR EXHIBITS

1. Diagram No.9. presents one of these Divisions
and two of its own Subdivisions with the
explanations of their relation to the lines of
the Hexagrams, indirectly through those other
ones, serving as illustrating examples for the rest.

1. Diagrams Nos. 10 and 11 point out respectively
the eight varieties of those Divisions, and of
their Subdivisions.

1. Diagrams Nos. 12 to 19 exhibit in complete
Bcale and each in particular of those Divisions
and their respective Subdivisions with similar
explanations to follow as in the preceding diagram
No.9.

1. Diagr.ams Nos. 20 and 21 to 22 show 64 Hexa
grams in the form of a cube of three quadrinomial
dimepsions, and that of a product of the cube by
itself of three binomial dimensions respectively.

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

CHAPTER II

SIXTY-FOUR HEXAGRAMS

What really results that when these Sixty-four
Hexagrams are combined together as a whole?

The result is, of course, a Binomial Sixth Power and
the following diagrams are to prove to this conclusion.

Diagram No.7 is inferred from diagram No. 3:

Shown correctly it is a binomial sixth power
when the sixty-four hexagrams with their
positive and negative Yaos, translated by
algebra-ic letters A and B, are combined. They
are the sixty·four products resulting from the
expansion of the binomial sixth power when

. taken separately.

Those translated, side by side, with the sixty-four
hexagrams in the following diagram when summed up,
will appear to be the following algebraic expression:-

28



Showing the reference numbers, algebr~ic term translations, Legge's phonetically

translated names, Joseph Edkins' names and the meanings interpreted by the latter, of

the various hexagr-ams as follows :_

A6
8
~One Hexagram of 6 positive Yaos t;l

S(or term of 6 A factors) :_
I.;j

Al AAAAAA Khien C<hien The Kwa (or Hexagram) of firmness symbolizes heaven I><
~

(~), H
ttl
H
8

6A5B rn

Six Hexagrams of 5 positive and 1 negative Yaos

(or terms of 5 A and 1 B factors) :~

BI BAA.'\AA Kwai Kwai The Kwa of decision (7'C),
B2 ABAAAA Tavu Tayeu The Kwa of great possession (jc :tf),
B3 AABAAA Hs"iaokhu Siotok The Kwa of small restraint (/j, f~)'
B4 AAABAA Li Li The Kw-a of stepping carefully ()&),
Eo AAAA.BA Thungzan T'ungnin The Kwn of companionship (~ A),
E6 AAAAAB Kau Keu The Kwa of meeting (!ill). ~

r-------------------I------=-===----;::..::=.=----======
:;'7' ;;,-;:: .;u :;; .~.. ; ..~ ;.~ ;; ..~U;t ";; u.,;. -w'"

1=====;; ==========;;== ==__==__==== 1

J~~~~7~7~~~ ~~:~~;;::;~=;:.. -;....;;.. ~·r-...

~
o

8
l!l
t;l

rn
fo<
IS:
t;:j

o
~
CD

o
t:j

I<
H

e:,..,
o

4Ci:;"""., : • . .. , "_'.'_It:
. , ...~ ,~..-.

SIXTY-FOUR HEXAGRAMS

1--- ---I-- ------
-;; ~; :H: "4 ;;; -;:" -....

ALGEBRAIC EXHIBIT

~!..,-
ft _~;:- ••'

1- I====;;==~~::===:==~~;;;~~==~~~§

.;£@i-i71~~~7~:~Iit7.<i-.;;..-·.

====;; ==§§~§
"i' -;- -;.. ~ -;: "~j~ ---

~M-ft ==
6) ==It .........fUl.1f"

- jf

Fig. 7

A Translation Of The Preceding Algebraic Exhibit

'";....~:e-;~.< .

D-I to D-20

F-I to F·6

Ref, NOB.

A-I

E-I to E-I5

B-I to B-6

Col to C-15

G-I



15A4B2

Fifteen Hexagrams of 4 positive and 2 negative Yaos
(or terms of 4 A and 2 B factors):-

Cl BBAAAA Takwang Tachwang The Kwa of great vigour (:;k lI:f:),
C2 BABAAA Hsu Sii The Kwa of waiting (~),

C3 ABBAAA Takhu Ta'chu The Kwa of great accumulation (X if),
C4 BAABAA Tui Tui The Kwa of joy (~).

C5 ABABAA Khwei KW'ei The Kwa of strangeness and disunion (~).

C6 AABBAA Kungfu Chungfu The Kwa of central sincerity (If' ~),
C7 BAAABA Ko Kek The Kwa of change (1(i),
C8 ABAABA Li Li The Kwa of brightness and of separateness (I'l),
C9 AABABA Kiazan Kianin The Kwa of the family (*" A).
CIO AAABBA Wuwang , Moroong The Kwa of freedom from error (9i; ~),
Cll BAAAAB Takwo Takwo The Kwa of great passing (X ~).

C12 ABAAAB Ting Ting The Kwa of the caldron (J1I1l,
C13 AABAAB Sun Sun The Kwa of bending to enter (~).

C14 AAABAB Sung Sung The Kwa of contention (~),

C15 AAAABB Thun T'un The Kwa of retirement (~).

20A3B3

Twenty Hexagrams of 3 positive and 3 negative Yaos
(or terms of 3 A and 3 B factors):-

DI BBBAAA Thai T'ai The Kwa of successfulness U:l').
D2 BBABAA Kweimei Kweimei The Kwa of the marriage of the YOlmger sister (ffii ~),
D3 BABBAA Kieh Tsie The Kwa of restrictive regulations (fJS),
D4 ABBBAA Sun Sun The Kwa of lessening (iiI.).
D5 BBAABA Fang Feng The Kwa of prosperity (1l!!').

D6 BABABA Kizi
D7 ABBABA Pi
D8 BAABBA Sui
D9 ABABBA Shihho

DIO AABBBA Yi
Dll BBAAAB Hang
DI2 BABAAB Zing
DI3 ABBAAB Ku
D14 BAABAB Khwan
DI5 ABABAB Weizi
DI6 AABBAB Hwan
DI7 BAAABB Hsien
DIS ABAABB Lu
DI9 AABABB Kien
D20 AAABBB Phi

Fifteen

EI BBBBAA Lin
E2 BBBABA Ming-i

E3 BBABBA Kan
E4 BABBBA Run
E5 ABBBBA I

, E6 BBBAAB Srang
E7 BBABAB Kieh
ES BABBAB Khan

.~.:'.:}~

.::::~~1
'..Xi.;:

. ~'::':~"

.. ·.~·~r~~
','bt';... ",

·t.;{-~

'-;"'.'-','~.:'.l'.o
··~:ir;'t~~

,.}~~!

.'- .. /lI.IfI:

.~.:.~,":,

'·:/;1.lr·
~
tN~
"':o"~.:

,-'¢(.\

~
~

r:~.,',. ..

'<n)\:
"fj

~
~

~
t>J
;J
t>J
I><
III....
t:t
::3
fD

The Kwa of advance and arrival (Il.!!;).
The Kwa of the appearance of clear intelligence wound·

ed (lYJ ~).
The Kwa of startling movement (rJ;),
The Kwa of bursting (IE),
The Kwa of the cheek and of nourishment (Illi).
The Kwa of rising and advancing (ft),
The Kwa of loosening (~).

The Kwa of sinking (:lj().

iI ~"'.'

The Kwa of what is already past (1l:E iff),
The Kwa of decoration (J{"),
The Kwa of following (El'l),
The Kwa of mastication and punishment by pressing and

squeezing (11.1 P.l).
TheKwa of addition (~),

The Kwa of constancy (m).
The Kwa of the well (;If),
The Kwa of destruction (A),
The Kwa of repression and confinement (ml,
,The Kwa of what is not yet past (* i5!f).
The Kwa of dispersion (~),

The Kwa of exerting influence (~),

The Kwa of traveller (.*).
The Kwa of progressive advance (m).
The Kwa of closing (If).

15A2B4

Hexagrams of 2 positive and 4 negative Yaos
(or terms of 2 A and 4 B factors) :-

~'J. -:.

Yi
Heng
Tsing
Ku
K'wun
Weitsi
Hwan
Hiem
Lii
Tsien
Pi

Lin .
Ming.YJ.

Chen
Chun
Yi
Sheng
Chie
K'am

Kitsi
Pi
Sui
Shiho
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The above sixty-four algebraic terms which agree in every respect with the Hexagrams
shown in the second column, when summed up, being a sixth power of the binomial A+B,
appear as shown below:-

A6+6A5B+15A4B2+20A3B3+15A2B4+6AB5+B6=(A+B)6

E9' ABBBAB Mang Meng The Kwa of covering (~),

EIO BBAABB Hsiaokwo Siaukwo The Kwa of excess in small things (/j, ~),
Ell BABABB Kien Kien The Kwa of difficulty (~),

E12 ABBABB Kan Ken The Kwa of checking and stopping (~),

E13 BAABBB Xhui Ts'ui The Kwa of gathering into one (~),

E14 ABABBB Zin Tsin The Kwa of forwardness (~),

E15 AABBBB Kwan Kwan The Kwa of steady observation (J.JI.).

6AB5

Six Hexagrams of I positive and 5 negative YaoB
(or terms of I A and 5 B factors) :-

Fl BBBBBA Fu Fu The Kwa of returning (~),

F2 BBBBAB Sze Shi The Kwa of multitude and of army (giji),
F3 BBBABB Khien K'irn The Kwa of humility (~),

F4 BBABBB Yu Yu The Kwa of harmonious joy (It),
F5 BABBBB Pi Pi The Kwa of subaltern assistance (Jt),
F6 ABBBBB Po Po The Kwa of falling or flaying UM).

B6

One Hexagram of 6 negative Yaos
(or term of 6 B factors) :-

Gl BBBBBB Khwan Kwun The Kwa of submission symbolizes earth (fIfI).
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DDAD.o\A

I'X"I.UlKJ"
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rn~ I ///
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Fig.. 9

THEIR EX:HrBITS

B

The developmeut of the above two Hexagrams from those in
pareutheses is similar to that of the binomial from quadrinomial
dimenaioDB.

-DB .,-
A~ij" ./

/

A / / V,
A 1/ 1/ /,

UA • ~A;; I

Fig. 8

THlD SYMBOLS Oll' YI KING

-'I';,

EXHIBITS OF THE GEOMETRICAL EQUIVALENT OF
THE ALGEBRAICAL FORMULA
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--"Th;,:~<IiVi.iO\__ D
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The Division "KwlI/i'"

Fig. 11

THEIR EXHIBITS

---n-_D

D-_
A _ The SUbdivision
n __\ "K'll1"
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D
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~
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F·ig. 10

Tile elgbt varletle. of DlvllloDS

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

Xhe Division K'.ilI

The Div'.aion KWDII

Tho Dlv\:;ion CiIlt:9
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THEIR EXHIBITS
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THE SYMBOLS Oll' YI KING

(BABABA)

Fig. 12

TA.OIIWA.NO (;kll;)

PISS

P1S6

P1S4

BBAAAA

BBBAAA

'l".u (0)

Kw.u (~)
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THEIR EXHIBITS

IHS5
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VarIous SubdIvisIons or the DivisIon "Chen"
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THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

D3Si

~';;
=-=~
BBAABA (BABBAA)

FBNo (lI!)

BBBABA

M1No-n (M.l\)
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'fHEIR EXHIBITS
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DlSS8
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THEIR EXHIBITS
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THEIR EXHIBITS

The product of a binomial cube by itself

Fig. 21
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Fig. 20

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

The cube of three quadrinomial dimensions
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Diagram No. 8

Diagram No. 10

51THEIR EXHIBITS

As illustrating example, taking the two subdivision
solids or outer Trigrams, 'Tui' and 'Chen'
belonging to their division-solid or inner Trigram
'Tui,' or two of products of the binomial sixth
power developed from quadrinomial cube to be
.........The Hexagrams 'Tui' and 'Kweimci I

respectively

Diagram No. 9

Taking the eight varieties of the Division-solids to be
.........The Eight Inner Trigrams of Hexagrams

Diagram No. 11

Taking the eight division-solids of eight subdivision-
solids each to be The eight groups of eight
Hexagrams each

Taking the eight varieties of the Subdivision-solids
to be The Eight Outer 'I'l'igrams of
Hexagrams

Description of the Diagrams Nos. 8 to 22 (Exhibits of

t~e Geometrical Equivalent of the Algidbraical formula)

This is to prove Sixty-four Hexagrams hy the Geome
trical Fquivalent of the Algebraical formula of the sixth
power of the binomiar A+B or of the product of u
binomial cube by itself, indirectly, through that, of tho
cube of the quadrinomial AA+BA+AB+BB, thus:-

, '

: "

Fig. 22

I
I

..... I -
......,--------

I
I
I
I

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

The product of a binomial cube by itself
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Diagram No. 22B is a Physical Exhibit :-

Showing an interwoven solid of Sixty-Four

Hexagrams (Le., Hexagram is also a combination

of three Emblematic-symbols or figures of two

lines each) formed from three series of Four

Emblematic Symbols arranged to meet at right

angles, in a parallelopiped of forces resulting

from three components of different directions.

53

CHAPTER III

THEIR EXHIBITS

Sixty Four Hexagrams

What is their use in Physics?

One of the uses of these symbols is the symbolic
expression of directions and graduations of the component
lines in the Composition and Resolution of Forces as shown
in the following diagrams:-

Diagram No. 22A is a Physical Exhibit :-

Showing an interwoven plane of Sixty-four
Hexagrams (Le., Hexagram is a combination of
two Trigrams or figures of three lines each)
formed from two series of Eight Trigrams
arranged at right angles to each other, in a
parallelogram of forces resulting from two
components of different directions.

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

As these eight diagrams are the particulars of the

diagram No.8, each exhibiting one of the eight
division-solids, being composed of eight subdivi
sion-solids each, and each of the last bears its
own algebraical expression and also index number
(with the letters D and S signifying Division and
Subdivision respectively, and consecutive num
bers from 1 to 8 representing the order of the
eight Trigrams as from 'Chien,' 'Tui,' 'Li,'
'Chen,' 'Sun,' 'Kam,' 'Ken,' to 'Kwun' (the

eighth), they show completely The Sixty-
four He~agrams

,.

Diagrams Nos. 12 to 19

DIagrams Nos. 20 to 22

Taking those various Subdivision-solids of the various
Division-solids as detailed in those diagrams Nos.
12 to 19, like the various products of the expan
sion of either a cube of quadrinomial (seen ·in
the diagram No. 20) or of the sixth power of
binomial (seen in the diagrams Nos_ 21 and 22)

combined together into one whole to be .
A collection of the Sixty-four Hexagrams
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Description of the Diagram No. 22A (Physica,l Exhibit, by
parallelogram of forces)

This represents an interwoven plane of Sixty-four
Hexagrams by a parallelogram of forc.38 of sixty four
divisions, thus:-

Taking anyone of the two component directed and
graduated lines of forces as ..
...........................A series of Eight 'l'rignuns

in lineal arrangoment (i.e.,
)\JI'f.mNa!)

Taking anyone of these lines of forces again as .

........................ ...A plane of force in one
direction and two of them at right angles to each
other as Two planes of forces of dif

ferent directions interwoven

at right angles to each other.

Taking the sixty four sixty-fourths of this parallelo
gram of forces as .....Sixty Four Hexagrams.

Taking one of the components of anyone of these

sixty~fourths of parallelogram to be symbolized
as , The Upper Trigram (or a

figure of three lines) of a

Hexagram and the other
component as The Lower Trigram (or a

figure of throe lines) of the
same Hexagram since a Hexagram is a figure

composed of six lines or two figures of three
lines each.

55THEIR EXHIBITS
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Description or the DIagram No. 22B (Physical Exhibit, by

parallelopiped of forces)

67THEIR EXHIBITS

Taking anyone of the three oomponent dirocted a,lld

graduated lines of forces as ..

... ..A series of Four Emblelll;ttic-

Symbols in lineal arrangement

(i.e., l!E~tlti£W)

Taking anyone of these lines of forces again as .

.... II • A plane of force in one <-Erec-

tion and three of them meeting at right angles

as·· .. · Three planes of forces of clif

ferent directions mot and

interwoven at right a,ngles.

Taking the sixty four sixty-fourths of this parallelo-

piped of forces as .

·•• .. ·· Sixty Four Hexagrams

Taking the one of the components of ~ny one of

these sixty-fourths to be symbolized as .

...... ...... ........ '" The Upper Emblematic-sym_

bol (or a figure of two lines)

of a Hexagram, the other and the third com-

ponents as The Middle and the Lower

Emblematic-symbols(or figures

of two lines each) of the same

Hexagram respectively since a Hexagram is a

figure composed of six lines or of three figuros of

two lines each.

This represents an interwoven solid of Sixty-four

Hexagrams by a parallelopiped of forces of sixty four

divisions, thus :-

THE SYMBOLS OF Yl KING

~ +-- ~ -<c-

Fig. 22B

-<

PHYSICAL EXHIBIT

(BY COMPOSITION & RESOLUTION OF' FORCES)

PARALLELOPIPED OF FORCES

Exhibit of a directed and graduated line of a ploynomial of

four terms in FOUR EMBLEMATIC-SYMBOLS
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The uses of the Eight Trigrams and the Sixty-four
Hexagrams in Syllogisms arc its Figures and Moods respec
tively while those of the Eight Trigrams and the earlier

and earliest series of the primary Yi Symbols of the
system in Divisions .are the corresponding series of species
of a Genus, and the following diagrams are to prove
this conclusion.

1st Fig. 2ml Fig. 3,,1 Fig. Iii. rig

Major PromislI -- YX - - XY -- YX -- - XY
Minor Promlso - ZY - 'ty - - YZ - - yz
.CwIolwlon - ZX - ZX -- zx - zx

lot Fig. 2nd Fig. 3rt1 Fig. 4th Fig.
Major Premise - YX - -XV - YX

-- XV
Minor Prcllliao -- Zy - Zy - - YZ - YZ
<:''Oooh13lon -- XZ - - XZ' .- - XZ - -- XZ

59

~=

~=

Uneon ve rtod Convert",!

Major Premise - YX -- XY

Minor Promise - ZY. YZ

Concluaiol) - ZX .....-- XZ

DEFINITIONS

THEIR EXHIBITS

Fig. 23

X to denote The Major torm
Y " The Middle torm
Z...... .. .. The l\Iinor term

EIGHT TRIGRAl'tIS

LOGICAL EXHIBIT (BY FIGURES OF SYLLOGISM)

Tho Uoeonverting signifying oymbpI.

TI,e Converting signifying symbo.1

The Four Figures of Syllogism with converted conclusion

The Four Figures of Syllogism with unconverted conclusion

CHAPTER IV

'IilE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

A Whole System of the Symbols Of Yi King

Showing the system of kinds of Divisions of
Genus into species interpreted into the system of
series of the symbols of Yi King including tho
Eight Trigrams and the earlier and earliest series
of primary Yi symbols.

Showing in one that the use of the Eight
Trigrams in Syllogism is that of Figures, and
in another that the use of the Sixty-four Hexa
grams in Syllogism is that of Moods but that the
principle assigned to the pair of symbols of the
Positive and Negative Yaos or lines in one as
representing the Directions Of Order, is different
from that to the same pair in another as
representing Kinds, has to be carefully noted.

Diagrams Nos. 25A-C are also Logical Exhibits:-

\Vhat are their uses in Logic?

Diagrams Nos. 23 and 24 are Logical Exhibits :-

68



DescrIption of the DIagram No. 23 (Logical Exhibit, by

figures of syllogism)

This is to prove Eight Trigrams by the four
figures of each mood of the syllogism wit.h unconverted
conclusion, and by four of those with converted conclu

sion, thus :-

LOGICAL EXHIBIT (BY 64 MOODS OF LOGICAL SYLLOGISM)
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THE SYMBOLS OF YJ KING

Taking the three syllogistic propositions :-the major
premise, the minor premise, and the conclusion,
formerly as the top two lines, the middle two,
and bottom two of the 6-line figure symbol of
a Hexagram as described in the following
exhibit, now respectively as The top
one line, the middle one line, and the bottom
one line of the 3-line figure symbol of a Trigram

Taking the syllogism formed by a triplet of the said
three propositions, as The Trigram

Taking the signifying symbol of unconverting, like
an arrow mark in positive direction, and that of
converting, like an arrow mark in negative
direction, of anyone of the syllogistic proposi-
tions, respectively to be .
.......................The Positive Yao (--),

The Negative Yao (- -).
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Description of the Diagram No. 24 (Logical Exhibit, by

moods of syllogism)

This is to prove Sixty-four Hexagrams by the
moods of arranging propositions into syllogisms, thus:-

Taking the three propositions :-the major premise,
the minor premise, and the conclusion, as .
The top two lines, the middle two lines, and the
bottom two lines of the figure symbol of
Hexagram.

--------
••. etc.,etc.,(Hexagrams).

63THEIR EXHIBITS

Taking the sixty four moods of arranging the said
four distinct kinds of propositions into syl
logisms, or combinations of three each of their
four symbols :-A, I, 0, E, or terms of products
of the expansion of (A I ° E)3, or of (AA BA
AB BB)3, as of (==+=-=+=-=+= =)3, Le.,
AAA IAA OAA EAA etc., etc., (moods of
syllogism), AAAAAA BAAAAA ABAAAA
BBAAAA etc., etc., (terms of products of the
expansion of a quadrinomial cube, as converted
from a binomial sixth power formerly alge-
braically translated), respectively as .

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

Taking the syllogism formed by a set of the said
three propositions, as The Hexagram.

Taking the four logical symbols :-A, I, 0, E,
indicating the four distinct kinds of proposi
tions, namely, the universal affirmative, the
particular affirmative, the particular negative,
and the universal negative; translated alge
braically in letters of the alphabet in the fore
going diagram No. 7 as AA, BA, AB, BB; now
respectively as .
The ]'our Emblematic Symbols, namely:-

The Greater Yang (or Positive) ===
The Smaller Yin (or Negative) =-=
The Smaller Yang (or Positive) =-=
The Greater Yin (or Negative) = =
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Description of the Diagrams Nos. 25A-C (Logical Exhibits,

by the divisions of Genus into species as by Dichotomy,

etc.)

This is to prove Eight Trigrams, Four Emblematic
Symbols, and Two Elementary Forms of Yi by tho
respective series of Species of the Genus <.1i vi<.1ecl by tho
Logical processes, thus :-

Taking the series of species of the Genus, divided by a.
process called by the writer as Octochotorny,
that of those by Tetrachotomy, and that of those
by Dichotomy, respectively to be as Eight
Trigrams, Four Emblematic Symbols, & Two
Elementary Forms.

Taking the whole system of the Exhausti,rc Division,
or Dichotomy, to be as The whole
system of the gradual developments of Yi or a
pair of Positive and Negative Yaos or lines.

Taking the Genus to be the Dividend and series of
the Species, its respective Divisors as of logic, so
also the corresponding number-symbols in letters
of alphabet l viz., X, the Dividend, and those
A+B1 AA+BA+AB+BB, etc., its Divisors as
of algebra, finally so also as of Yi King ......
Yi, the Dividend, and respective series of its

corresponding symbols, its Divisors.

i
!

-J...

I

\.......

--
--Y'N Y..o (or Noga\.i.o Y""l

-----n.o Four EmblemaUo Symbols 01 YI

The Tllo Elementary Forms 01 YI

Tho YI

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

Tbo DI.lllon bJ DlpllDlomJ

(Development from bottom upward)

----------------- --- ... _--- ------
~~ 7 ~ -;u:-~ ~:- 7w;:

---,- -----
Grcal.cr Y"",, Smaller Y,II Smaller Y.."" Gr."tor '{,M

The Eight Trlgrams 01 YI

EIGHT TRIGRAMS AND THE EARLIER SYSTEM OF
YI SYMBOLS

LOGICAL EXHIBITS (BY THE DIVISIONS OF GENUS TO
SPECIES ACCORDING TO DICHOTOMY &c.)

From ::r.C

Tile DivisIon by OeloellolomJ

Fig. 25A·C

(Dovel"pmcnt 01 th. abovo Iyltom into tha I"Uowing
on. with lin... in unbroken IWd broken lqrlWl)

The D1rlsloD by Tellaellolom1

FrQw ~rl

YI.-Shows a CHANGE as the Genus1 or its two alternately changing
factors, SUN and NOT(.SUN) or MOON (the most prominent
of the NOT(-SUN) as its SPECIES.

I:.JC Speciel "I

Gpocioo 01

Si~iet

64

26A Spoci..

::5B Spocica "I

Specie.

,",,~-----..-----,.-....--~-...----_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
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ra The NJlmerals 9 and 6

Concerning the numeral 6

Text, Section 1, (JWlPJJ:-*~)

The Khwan Hexagram, (J11i1~)

Explanation of the separate lines by the duke of Rau,
(WJ~~'$)

Paragraph 1, reads:-

"In the first 6 (or line, divided), (..\'c see its su b
ject) treading on hoarfrost. The strong icc will

come (by and by)." (Legge)

The original in Chinese "%JJ1'· ~m~vl\3i"

The above quotations are taken exactly from Legge's.
~ranslatioll with, the only exceptions of the above two

Concerning the numeral 9

Text, Section 1, (m,gJ:J~)

The KIlien Hexagram, (~1~)

Explanation of the separate lines by the duke of Knu,
(WJ~~~~)

Paragraph 1, reads:-

"In the first (or lowest) 9 (or line, undivided),
(we see its subject as) the dragon lying hid (in
the deep). It is not the time for active doing."

(Legge)
The original in Chinese" M:tL· Mfi[g;,}H"

In the Text of Yi, throughout its 64 Hexagrams, all
of their Positive or Yang Yao (or the undi vid.cd line) is
called 9,and all Negative or Yin Yao (or the divided.
line), 6, as can be seen illustrated in the following
quotations:-

f
I
i
i
I
I

+,I

il
~.

CHAPTER V

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

~-·Whole System of the Symbols of Yl King
,/'-
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"\Vhat do the numerals, 9 and 6 mean when they are
respectively used as the technical terms for all positive
and negative Yao (or assigned to them), and also in
their relation to other pairs of numerals, such as, 3 and

. 2; 216 and 144?

The numerals, 9 and 6 are the ratio of the length of
day and night at Summer Solstice, or of night and day
at Winter Solstice.

The ratio of 9 and 6 to 3 and 2, is that of circum
ference to its approximate diameter.

The ratio of 9 and 6 to 216 and 144, is proportionate
of a circular measure of 3600

•

In connection with the above answers, quotations
from the text of Yi and its Confucius Appendixes are
given together with the following diagrams:-

Diagrams Nos. 26, 27 and 28 are relating to the first
answer, supplemented by a table of data, leading finally
to the Diagram No. 29 which explains as to what kinds
of Yao (or lines) the numerals, 9 and 6 represent, and so
also to its auxiliary Diagram No. 30, of Trigrams.

Diagrams Nos. 31 and 32 are concerning the second
answer respecting the two numerals, 3 and 2 of which,
the most significant is the two alternating periods of the
tidal times as seen in another table of data.

Diagram No. 33 belongs to the third answer while
Nos. 34 and 35 are its auxiliaries which show in measure
of right angles, and Ifo. 36, another one, of the angle

60°.
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stalks to form new diagrams, determined the changos
of figure; and so 9 and 6 came to bc used as the lHl.DlCB

of a yang line and a yin line respectively. This
p,xplanation is now universally acquiesced ill. The
nomenclature of first nine, nine two, &0., or first six,
six two, &c., however, is merely a jargon; and I have
preferred to use, instead of it, in the translatbn, in
order to describe the lines, the namcs 'undi \'ideu'
and 'divided.'"

which shows that Legge was then in favor of using the
names 'the line, undivided' and 'tho line, divi(1<;cl,'
instead of the numerals, 9 and 6,

From the above notes, mention is made of the ex
planation of the numerals including the other two, say, 7
and 8, that they are all based on those as derived from
the manipulation of stalks in the divination process but
to ask further into the explanation as from what, thoso
of the process originate, it is best to be answered by the
diagrams in this chapter. The writer would like to add
that the lines undivided, and divided being in Yi called
9 and 6, it is understood to be only when changes took
place in those lines as otherwise, they are, 7 and 8 as
according to the recording of changes in the divination
process, and in the former case, their lines originally as
( ,- -) will have to be changed into other
kinds as (I I, :::::><::::J To explain further as to
why in Yi they are only called 9 and 6, not the other two
numerals, it is because Yi only deals with changes in
those lines. In divination process, those numerals, 9, 6,
and 7, 8, are however, expressed in four times their,
value as, 36, 24, and 28, 32, corresponding to those
fractions of the angle 60° as seen in the diagram No. 36,

",'r', ..,

I
t

· /.,
.I

'£HE SYMDOLS OF Y1 KINO

numerals which the writer holds in favor of retaining
as they are in their original in Chinese, in view of the
supports of the diagrams in this chapter but contrary
to Legge's preference extracted in detail from his notes as
follows:-

"Each Hexagram consists of two of the Trigrams
of Fu-hsi, the lower being called 'the inner,' and the
one above 'the outer.' The lines, however, are num
bered from one to six, commencing with the lowest.
To denote the number of it and of the sixth line,
the term for 'commencing' and 'topmoiilt' are used.
The intermediate lines are simply 'second,' 'third,'
&c. As the lines must be either whole or divided,
technically called strong and weak, yang and yin,
this distinction is indicated by the application to
them of the numbers nine and six. All whole lines are
nine, all divided lines, six. Two explanations have

been proposed of this application of these numbers.
The Khien Trigram, it is said, contains 3 strokes
( ), and the Khwan 6 (==). But the
yang contains the yin in itself, and its representative
number will be 3+6=9, while the yin, not contain
ing the yang, will only have its own number or 6.
This explanation, entirely arbitrary, is now deserved·
ly abandoned. The other is based on the use of the
'four Hsiang,' or emblematic figures ( the

great or old yang, the young yang, = =
the old yin, and - - the young yin). To these
are assigned (by what process is unimportant for our
present purpose) the numbers 9, 8, 7, 6. They were
'the old yang' represented by 9,__and 'the old yin'
represented by 6, that, in the manipulation of the

68
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Solstice

Decembor 21
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March 0

October 7

THEIR EXHIBITS

April 6

Septembor 7

YAO (or LINES OF HEXAGRAMS)

Fig. 27

Summer
Solstice

Juno 21

Ratios of day to night of different seasons at one plnce in
mid.latitude varying in the four numerals, 9, 8, 7, 13.

DAY

THE SYMBOLS 0]' YI KING

YAO (or LINES OF HEXAGRAMS)

Fig.2(}

70

Ratios of day to mght at difforent mid. latitudes varying in

the four numerals, 9, 8, 7,6.

NIGHT
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NIGHT

9 hr. 34 m. (6)

14 .. 26 .. (9)

11 .. 18 " (7)

12 .. 42 .• (8)

9 hr. 38 m. (6)

11 .. 36 " (7)

12 " 24 " (8)

14 .. 22 " (9)

9 hr. 54 m. (6)

11 " 40 " (7)

12 " 20 " (8)

14 .. 06 " (9)

DAY

14 hr. 26 m. (9)

9 .. 34 .. (6)

12 .. 42 " (8)

11 .. 18 .• (7)

14 hr. 22 m. (9)

12 .. 24 " (8)

11 " 36 " (7)

9 .. 38 .. (6)

14 hr. 05 m. (9)

12 .. 20 " (8)

11 " 40 " (7)

9 " 54 " (6)

7 13

711

613

547

449

703

6 10

539

6 21

447

550

457

Sunset

703

457

621

447

7 13

539

6 10

These Numerals, g, S. 7, G, being the proportional varying
lengths of day or nigllt. of different SPrlsons,
will be found approximately ar;reeing \\'ith tho
above dr.t:.J.

449

} 547

} _ 6 13

711

} 550

}

9 as ~ = _~4 hr. ~4 m.
];; ~~~--~

S as ~ = 1 ~ hr. 48 Ill.
1" ::4 hr

::: it=:fg-~~~

NUMERALS

SunrIse

Ratios of day to night at different seasons at one place ( mid-latitude) va.rying in the four

numerals, 9, 8, 7, 6.
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Fig. 28

KAIFENG, HONAN, CHINA 34 52N, 114 32E.
June 22, Summer Solstice
April 6, 15 days after Spring Equinox
Sept. 7, 15 days before Autumn ..
March 7, 15 days before Spring Equinox
Oct. 7, 15 days after Autumn
Dec. 22, Winter Solstice

PEIPING, CHINA 3955N, 11630E.
May 23, 30 days before Summer Solstice }
July 22, 30 days after .. ..
Nov. 22, 30 days before Winter " }
Jan. 21, 30 days after .. ..
April 6, 15 days after Spring Equinox }
Sept. 7, 15 days before Autumn "
March 7, 15 days before Spring " }
Oct. 7, 15 days after Autumn ..

NANKING, CHINA 3204N, 118 46E.
June 22, Summer Solstice
April G, 15 days after Spring Equinox
Sept. 7, 15 days before Autumn
March 7, 15 days before Spring
Oct. 7, 15 days after Autumn
Dec. 22, Winter Solstice

YAO (or LINES OF HEXAGRAMS)
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Yao (or Lines of Hexagrams)

Description of the Diagrams Nos. 26 to 29 (Astronomical
Exhibits, by the ratios of day to night in their length)

The following diagrams show why in 64 Hexagrams
of Yi, all unbroken lines (or Yang Yao, or Positive Yao)
are called 9, and all broken lines (or Yin Yao, or NegatiYe
Yao), 6; and also why in records of its divination, their
respective auxiliary lines, are called 7 and 8.

DIagram No. 26

Showing the ratios of day to night in their length
varying at different mid-latitudes (or of one
time at different places)

DIagram No. 27

Showing the same ratios at different seasons (or of
one place at different times)

Diagram No. 28

Showing same as No. 27 but with their relative
proportionate magnitude more magnified.

Diagram No. 29

Showing in conclusion of all of the preceding diagrams,

the kinds of lines or Yao, called 9 and 6 (princi

pally), 7 and 8 (auxiliaries), correspondingly to
be I I, >0<, __

while the table of data inserted in between those Nos. 28

and 29 IS given in verification of the said numerals, 9, 6,

7, 8 which will be found to be the corresponding numera.

tors of the four fractions of 24 hours, with the number 15

as their common denominator, or lengths of times, such

as, 14 hrs. 24 m., 9 hrs. 36 m., 11 hrs. 12 m., and 12 hrs.
48 m.

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

YAO (or LINES OF HEXAGRAMS)

74

Tho Numerals, 9, 8, 7, & G, being shown by the preceding
exhibits to be the varying lengths of the day and night of various
seasons, were originally used as the Names of the above four kind3
of YAO symbols (or the lines of Trigram and of Hexagram).

Fig. 29
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The bottom portion of the diagram

Showing those four numerals, 9 and 6, 7 and 8
analytically composed only of two numerals,
3 and 2, being like the four quantitative classes
of Trigrams made up only of two kinds of lines,
say, unbroken and broken, and that the accu
mulations of the latter into the former are not
arithmetio but rather logarithmetic additions.

The middle portion of the diagram

The top portIon of the diagram

Showing the ratios of day to night in their length
varying at different seasons of mid-latitude,
north of equator, same as the preceding diu-grams.

Showing the numerals of those ratios now in terms
of the Eight Trigrams of the diagram No. 1
(Geometrical exhibit, by cubical faces).

This is to prove the numerals, 9 and 6, 7 and 8, for
merly by Yao or lines, now by Trigrams as foHows :-

DescrIptIon of the Diagram No. 30 (Astronomical Exhibit,

by the ratios of day to night in their length)

3:3; ;0:9

............

--1 iLl
(,/'

0:9::1:3

o

"' ..I?....
I I "

THE SYMBOLS OF YI RUW
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In the Confucius Appendixes of the Text of Yi,

mention is made of the above two numerals as per the

following quotation ;-

Treatise of Remarks on the Trigrams, (me 1t- m)

Chapter 1, paragraph 2, reads:-

.. The number 3 was assigned to heaven, 2 to earth,

and from these came the (other) numbers"

(Legge)

The original in Chinese "ii:R. m:tI!! iJjj i!f ~ "

The Numelllls, 9 aud 6, in their relation to thosl\, :J ::ad :2 fir;)

heroby expla.ined' as of the circumference, to dialJ'l'lH,

79
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THE CONSTITUENTS OF YAO (or LINES OF HEXAGRAMS)

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

re The Numerals 3 and 2
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About 6 hours later to the

time of flood tide de·
tailed on the left.
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Flood Tide
11 p.m. to 1 a.m. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

1 a.m. to 3 a.m. 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
3 to· 5.a.m. 3 to 5 p.m.
5 to 7 a.m. 5 to 7 p.m.
7 to 9 a.m. 7 to 9 p.m.
9 to 11 a.m. 9 to 11 p.m.

11 to 1 p.m. 11 to 1 a.m.
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 1 a.m. to 3 a.m.
3 to 5 p.m. 3 to 5 a.m.
5 to 7 p.m. 5 to 7 a.m.
7 to 9 p.m. 7 to 9 ".m.
9 to 11 p.m. 9 to 11 a.m.

The above times are only approximate.
(For comparative study, printed in the following page, tables of predicted tides of
the above two locations from Whangpoo Conservancy Board of June 1933 issue.)

These Numerals, 3, 2, being the numbers of days of the two alternate
periods in which the tides will occur at certain hours as can be seen
from the above data, will be found in direct proportion to those two
numemls, 9 and 6 of the length of day and night of two solstices.
The relation of the numerals of the former pair to the latter, say, 3 and
2 to 9 and G. can be better seen from that of the position of the moving
of the moon to the earth in causing tides that as the daily motion of
the former planet is 12° or 360° divided by 30, the accumulations in the
two alternating periods, i.e., one of 3 da~'s and the other of 2 days, are
36° and 24° respectively, summing up GO° or 4, hOlln; in e"cry 5 days.
Hcre, the numerals, 3G ami 24 explained in terms of !l and G, are 4
timee of their respective own numbers.
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THE TIME OF TIDE (Woosung & Shanghai)
DAYS OF LUNAR MONTH
Three (3) Two (2)

1st, 2nd & 3rd

'"l'"

"'j
OQ'

26th, 27th & 28th

NUMERALS
3 ~ 3 days
2 - 2 days

The Numerals, 3 and 2, are
hereby e"..plained into periods
of their like number of days,
in which the tides will occur
at cortain hours.

6th, 7th & 8th

11th, 12th & 13th

16th, 17th & 18th

21st, 22nd & 23rd
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3.9
3.6
3.4
3.0
3.4
3.7
4.0
4.5
4.2
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.5
4.3
4.1
3.U
3.6
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.3
3.6
3.9
4A
4.0

JUNE 1933

P.M.
Time
6.03
7.04
8.03
8.56
9.43

10.25
11.05
11.34

O.IS
0.5S
1.~2

2.50
3.51
4.53
5.47
6.40
7.31
1>20
o.G7
U.:H
~.59

10.~7

10.56
11.~3

0.10

LOW WATER

4.9
5.3
5.6
5.4
5.1
4.8
4.3
3.9
3.7
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.5
3.6
3.$

A.M.
Time Height
5.47 4.4
6.56 4.0
7.57 3.5
8.53 3.3
9,41 3.3

10.27 3.4
11.06 3.7
11.42 3.9. . .

0.18
1.14
2.'~U

3.~9

4.:)..1
[I :1~
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7.:::'»
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ll.:!
11.1
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lO.~

Y.S
9.~

P.M

0.21
O.:I[l
1.27
~.1I:2

~.39

,Ll7
3.5$
4.·14

Time
9.G5

11.42
0.02
0.48
1.40
2.27
3.16
4.05
4.65
5.50
6.56
8.01
9.04
9.56

10.40
11.2~. .

Height
10.0
10.4

13.1
13.2
13.1
12.8
11.2
11.4
10.9
10.4

9.9
9.7
9.6
9.8

10.9
1t!.7
13.i
13.2
1:1.3
1:\.3
1:5.2
12.8
1~.3

11.7

A.M.

0.28
1.15
2.02
2.50
3.37
4.27
5.1S
6.03
7.14
8.17
9.18

]().1;;
10.',~

11.; I
(J.(,1

0.:32
J .0;
lA~

2.10
:2.[,8
3.41
4.19

Time
10.20
11.14. .

~

4
5
(;

I;

2

1r~o~f
101
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2~

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1

Day
(; Tuesday
7 Wednesday
8 Thursday
9 Friday

10 Saturday
11 Sunday
12 Monday
H Tuesday
H Wcdnesdn.y
15 Thnrsday
10 Friday
17 Saturda)'
18 Sunday
19 Monday
2U Tuesday
~ 1 \\'ednc::;d.lY
22 Thursday
~;.s l"rid:l.\"
~4 ~aturday
2:; t)unday
20 Monday
~; Tuesday
~"" \\-I.~(incs(~.1Y
~~I Thl1r~clay
:3U Friday

TABLES OF PREDICTED TIDES
WOOSUNG TIDE CAUCE:

Latitude, 31 degrees, 23 minutes, N.; Longitude, 121 degrees, 30 minutes, E. Side Saddle Tide Gauge:
Latitude, 30 degrees, 49 minutes, N.; Longitude, 122 degrees, 36 minutes, E. Tidal Information:

Side Saddle H. W. F. and O. X h. 22m. Tungsha Light Vessel. H. W. F. and O. XI h. 22m.
Gutzlatf . . . . . . . ." XI h. 30m. Entrance to the Whang (Woosung) "" 0 h. 40m.
Shaweishan . . . . . " " XI h. 22m.

The tidal streams in the approaches of the Yangtze River are rotary, makln~ one revolution in about 12 hours. The times
of high and low waters on the Fairy Flats, in the South Channel Entrance to the Yangtze River, oeeur nearly In the middle of the
time interval given in the tables for tidal occurrenc,," of the same date and flow at Side Saddle and Woosung.

JUNE 1933 PREDICTED TIDES FOR WOOSUNG
HIGH WATER

WHANGPOO CONSERVANCY BOARD PREDICTION OF TIDE
(UNDER NOlWAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS)

JUNE,1933

SHANGHAI-PUBLIC GARDEN TIDEGAUGE STATION
Magnitude (Approximate)

Time (ChIna Coast Standard: 120· E Meridlan) H.W. L.W. Velocity In knot.
Day of Moon's H.W. L.W. Flood Makes Ebb Makes Max. Flood Max. Ebb He ht above L.L.W. (approximate)

Month Week Age Phases A.M. P.M. A.M. PM. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. 1'.M. A.M.tI
h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m. ft. ft. ft. ft. - - -

6 Tues. 14 11.07 11.36 6.55 '1.15 8.40 8.52 1.11 1.30 10.50 10.56 6.15 6.35 9.40 10.50 3.20 2.84 1.8 2.0 1.1
7 Wed. 15 - 12.06 8.03 8.05 9.44 9.51 2.00 2.20 11.35 11.42 7.06 7.26 - 9.60 3.05 2.77 1.8 2.2 1.1

Per. 11 a.m.
S Thor. 16 1:05 p.m. 12.14 12.39 8.64 8.55 10.40 10.49 2.50 3.01 - 12.07 7.59 8.15 11.13 10.00 3.00 3.24 - 2.0 1.3 ]

9 FTi. 17 12.52 1.12 9.40 9.40 11.22 11.32 3.30 3.34 12.12 12.42 8.57 9.02 11.95 10.95 3.87 3.65 2.4 1.9 1.4 1
10 Sat. 18 1.31 1.56 10.29 10.30 - 12.16 4.10 4.15 12.56 1.26 9.46 9.47 12.50 10.50 3.32 3.10 2.4 1.8 1.5 1
11 Sun. 19 2.15 2.45 11.13 11.16 12.16 1.15 4.50 5.00 1.38 2.15 10.30 10.33 11.83 9.60 3.05 2.97 2.3 1.6 1.4 1

12 Mon. 20 3.08 3.40 11.52 11.53 1.00 1.56 5.40 5.46 2.36 3.11 11.08 11.15 11.20 8.60 2.97 3.00 2.3 1.6 1.2 1
13 Tues. 21 4.03 4.38 - 12.53 1.33 2.40 6.33 6.38 3.33 4.03 11.38 11.50 10.38 8.28 - 3.30 2.2 1.3 1.2 1
14 Wed. 22 5.00 5.40 12.07 1.27 2.12 3.22 7.25 7.32 4.27 4.37 - 12.37 9.75 7.85 3.63 3.48 2.1 1.2 .- 1
15 Thor. 23 7:26 a.m. 6.02 5.50 1.07 2.12 3.02 4.17 8.20 8.37 5.32 6.10 12.12 1.35 9.20 7.90 4.10 3.90 1.9 1.1 1.2 1
16 Fri. 24 7.10 8.05 2.12 3.07 4.09 5.10 9.13 9.52 6.42 7.32 1.25 2.35 8.68 7.66 4.78 3.26 1.6 1.3 1.2 1
17 Sat. 25 8.18 9.18 3.23 4.05 5.28 6.08 10.10 11.03 7.53 8.45 2.48 3.38 8.00 8.13 3.90 3.05 1.4 1.4 1.1 1
IS Sun. 26 9.26 10.11 4.35 5.06 6.45 7.00 11.02 11.55 8.56 9.41 4.06 4.31 7.88 8.48 3.85 3.00 1.4 1.6 1.1 1
19 Mon. 27 !10.30 10.55 5.45 6.10 7.55 7.58 11.55 - 9.55 10.25 5.10 5.20 8.12 8.90 3.65 2.90 1.3 1.8 1.0 1
20 Tues. 28 11.15 11.30 6.45 7.01 8.51 8.56 12.35 12.49 10.40 10.57 6.01 6.11 8.22 9.14 3.28 3.05 1.4 2.0 1.2 1

29
Ap.

21 Wed. 10 p.m. 11.42 - 7.37 7.42 9.32 9.37 1.21 1.32 11.17 11.30 6.55 6.57 8.52 - 3.25 2.94 1.6 2.1 1.2 1.
22 Thut. 30 12.00 12.25 8.20 8.25 10.06 10.10 2.20 2.25 - 12.05 7.37 7.40 9.40 8.30 2.92 2.80 - 1.9 1.3 1.

M.N.
23 Fri. 1 9:22 a.m. 12.43 1.08 8.58 9.05 10.30 10.33 3.15 3.18 12.13 12.38 8.10 8.15 9.88 8.53 3.00 2.92 2.3 1.8 1.4 1.
24 Sat. 2 1.15 1.40 9.30 9.40 11.00 11.05 4.00 4.05 12.35 1.00 8.45 8.55 10.28 8.20 2.80 2.60 2.5 1.9 1.6 1.
25 StlIl· 3 1.52 2.17 10.05 10.11 11.34 11.40 4.35 4.45 1.12 1.37 9.15 9.30 10.17 8.60 3.05 3.10 2.6 1.8 1.4 1.

26 Mon. 4 2.27 2.47 10.35 10.42 - 12.12 5.07 5.17 1.52 2.12 9.55 10.05 10.30 8.00 3.03 2.93 2.4 1.6 1.4 1.
27 Tues. 6 3.02 3.25 11.07 11.10 12.12 12.37 5.32 5.40 2.32 2.52 10.40 10.43 9.96 7.98 3.07 3.32 2.3 1.4. 1.2 1.
28 Wed. 6 3.36 4.06 11.41 11.43 12.35 1.16 6.06 6.15 3.06 3.36 11.15 11.22 9.50 7.50 3.10 3.52 2.0 1.2 1.2 1.
29 Thor. 7 4.10 5.00 - 12.30 1.06 2.00 6.50 7.05 3.45 4.30 11.45 11.54 9.40 7.75 - 3.40 1.7 1.0 1.0 O.
30 Fri. 8 4.54 6.09 12.05 1.04 1.48 2.49 7.34 8.14 4.34 5.34 - 12.24 8.72 7.80 3.70 3.40 1.5 0.9 - 1.

r::::t-:<" . ·t':·,·.. _.. ...._..~ ....'"~:>::..: -~. f.. t . ---' t- ......



The Constituents of Yao (or Lines or Hexagrams)

Decrlption of the Diagrams Nos. 31 and 32 (Astronomical

Exhibits, by the ratio of day to night in their length)

It is to prove the two constituents, 3 and 2, of those
numerical names of Yang Yao and Yin Yao, 9 and 6, by
the measure of the line of longitude, either in its circum.
ference or diameter,thus:-

The quantitative explanation

85THEm EXHIBITS

;

The relation of the moon to the earth (causing flood
and ebb of tide)

The relation of the numerals of one pair to
another, as aforesaid, could be significantly seen by
the tidal time as per the tables of data annexed
therewith, and its explanation of the tidal chief
causing agent, the moon that the numbers of degrees
of the accumulation of her daily motion in the two
alternating periods of those number of days, say, 3

and 2 are 36 and 24 being 9 and 6 in four times of
their own numbers.

The numerals, 3 and 2 to those 9 and 6, in in
tegers, are in proportion of I to 3 but in fractions,
the formers in one-fifth to the latters in one-fifteenth
are equal to one another.

THE SYMBOLS OF Yl lrING

The relation of the sun to the earth (forming day and
night)

As explained by the preceding diagram No. 29,
the numerals, 9 and 6 being Yao or one unbroken
and one broken line at first were then magnified
into the 'Chien' and 'Kwun' trigrams consisting of
three unbroken and three broken lines respectively,
will be found again in this diagram to be purely
composed of the constituent numerals, 3 and 2 which,
therefore, could be either parts of circumference or
of diameter as according to which of them, the former
pair of the numerals, 9 and 6 are.

The numerals, 3 and 2, in their relation to those
9 and 6, however, could be also considered as of
diameter, to circumference.
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In the Confucius Appendixes of the Text of Yi.
mention is made of the above two numerals as per the
following quotation :-

The Great Appendix, Section 1, (~UU.flJ)

Chapter IX, paragraph 52, reads :- (~jL..)

The Numerals, 9 and 6, are hereby resolved into Hexagrams.
and also their respective, and relative proportionate nUlnber of
degrees of a circular measure 360°.
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TilE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

re The Numerals 216 and 144

"The numbers (required) for Khien (or the
undivided line) amount to 216; those for Khwan (or
the divided line), to 144. Together they lLre 360,
corresponding to the days of the year."
The original in Chinese

• ¥tZS/(=E-Ttr~. flflzjlnftiYT~(i9. fl.:=' n1i;'d".
1liJ9lz B."
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THE HEXAGRAMS
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The Nwnerals, 9 and 6, are hereby resolved into Hexagrams,
and also the two acute angles, of a right-angled tl'inngle. respec
tively, having their relative proportionate number of degrees.
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THE HEXAGRAMS
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Fig. 34
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The Numerals, 9 and 6, are hereby resolved into Hexagrams,
and also the two acute angles, of two right-angled triangles,
respectively, having their relative proportionate number of
degrees.
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Diagram No. 36

Showing those two pairs of numerals samc as
the diagram No. 34 which exhibited thcn only 4
standard Hexagrams but exhibits now such Hexa
grams which their number increased up to 8.

Showing the numerals, 9 and 6 being reduced
into their relative proportionate number of degrees of
a circular measure 360°, say, 216° and 144°, rcspoc
tively.

Diagram No. 33

Diagram No. 35

Showing those two pairs of numerals, formerly,
of the angular measure 90° as seen in the diagrams
Nos. 34 and 35, now reduced into their relative
proportionate number of degrees of 600

, say, 360 and
240 ,280 and 320

, respectively.

Diagram No. 84

Showing the numerals, 9 and 6, 7 and 8, being
reduced into their relative proportionate num hcr of
degrees o~ the angular measure 90°, say, 54° and 36°,
42° and 48°, respectively.

DescrIptIon of the Diagrams Nos. 33 to 36 (Astronomical
Exhibits, by the ratio of day to night in thcir length)

It is to prove the numerals, 9 and 6, 7 and 8, for
merly by Yao (of the diagram No. 29) and by Trigrams
(of the diagram No. 30), now by Hexagrum~ in tho
diagrams as follows :-

8x"'::32

"..

c=:::::J Ox6.:o36·

== 9xt_38

== 9>..-36

c=::::J gxt-~6

== 9xt_36

c=::::J L'Jl.t.SIl

c=::::J l;l .... 1_J6

216"
0 xw" ..:-e·.....

8xt-tZ-

Fig. 36

THE HEXAGRAMS

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

24_f><6 ><
::1 •• )(6 ><
U-fx6 ><
2&-" x6 ><

2B-.4x7

~{·_i;(6 ><

1GB'

,,,'

The Numerals, 9 and 6 (and the others, 7 and 8, alike) are
hereby resolved into lines of Hexagrams, and also into the two
fractions of the angle 60°, respectively, having their relative
proportionate number of degrees, corresponding to those of
divination process, such as, 36 and 24 (and 28 & 32 of the others).
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In what do they symbolize the Changes? And how
do they symbolize the Changes as from simplicity to
complexity?

The Trigrams could be interpreted divergently as to
symbolize Changes in Time, Space and Matter, as their
various simple units, the Hexagrams, complex multiples
from those units, and those Hexagrams containing
Changing line or lines (or Yao), greater complex multiples
from those multiples.

The diagrams (or Geometrical Exhibits) in
greater part of the first and second chapters, which
treat of Eight Trigrams and Sixty-four Hexagrams,
could be interpreted as to symbolize, of the Changes,
their respective numbers of the points in Space or
parts of a Matter (as matter occupies space), and
those in the fourth chapter (Astronomical Exhibits),
to ~epresent the Times.

In addition to the above mentioned ones, more
exhibits on same respects concerning the Changes in
Trigrams either as multiplying or divisional· units,
could be found in the diagrams Nos. 37 and 38 while
those of the Changings from divisional units to
others forming subdivisional ones, and from such
subdivisional ones to others forming fmther subdivi
sional ones, are convergently shown in the diagrams
Nos. 39 to 41.

..... _ = - - Choroctorl8tic
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CHAPTER VI

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

THE TRIGRAMS AND HEXAGRAMS
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Fig. 38
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EXHIBIT OF CHANGES In QUANTITY
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Diagrams Nos. 40 and 41

Showing the Changing of Hexagrams to Hexa
grams forming such Hexagrams as containing Chang
ing line or lines, as of subdivisional ones to others
forming further subdivisional ones.

Description at the Diagrams Nos. 37 to 41 (Exhibits of
the Symbolism of Changes)

I t is to show the symbolism of Changes by the
Trigrams and Hexagrams in the following diagrams :-

In What the Changes are :-

Diagram No. 37

Showing the interpretation of Changes in order
of Time or Space as manifested by the positions of
the characteristic one of lines, from King Wan's
Trigrams (which are considered as Functional
Trigrams).

Diagram No. 38

Showing the interpretation of Changes in Quan
tity as manifested by the phases, from Fu Hsi's
Trigrams (which are considered as Material Trigrams).

How the Changings Progress :-

Diagram No. 39

Showing the Changing of Trigrams to Trigrams,
forming Hexagrams, as of divisional units to others,
forming subdivisional ones. As the Hexagram is

composed of two trigrams, the lower is the one from
which the Change starts and the higher, to which it
finishes.

PART III

THEIR REMARKS
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THEIR REMARKS

REMARK I.

The Symbolism of World as A Whole

Considering that the world which we are in lws a
definite volume, the Chinese Logic of Changes (g) takeiS
this volume and calculates formulre of binomial third nlld

sixth powers, for its proper definition.

REMARK II.

The Symbolism of World as in Parts

Seeing that the world has as its component parts,
heaven (;R), earth (i1ll), mountains (llJ), marshes (i~), water
(7.K), fire' (1'<), thunders (fE), and winds (m.), the Chinese
Logic of Changes took the component terms of the
expanded formulre of binomial third and sixth power
of sum of two numbers, for their appropriate definition.
The origin of the names of those parts, can be quoteJ
from the Chinese Logic of Changei of Legge's translation
as foIIows:-

"Appendix V, Treatise of Remarks on the
Trigrams (RlUr('.J), Chapter XI (~T-f.t);-Paragraph
15, says, Khien (or Chien :9t) suggests the idea of
heaven; that 16, Khwan (or K wun :llJl), of the earth;
that 17, Kan (or Chen ft.), of thunder; that 18,Sun
(~), of wind; that 19, Khan (or KaI)1':!*), .of w!l;ter;
that 20, says, Li (~), suggests thf» emblem of fire;
that 21, Kan (or Ken ~), of a nlountairi; that 22,

.. '" . ·



REMARK IV.

The Two Basic Elements of that Symbolism

101THEIR REMARKS

the union of) essence and breath form things, and the
(disappearance or) wandering away of the soul
produces the change (of their constitution);- thus he
knows the characteristics of the anima and animus."

Paragraph 22 reads:-
"There is a similarity between him and hca\ren

and earth, and hence there is no contrarivl.y in hill!
to them. His knowledge em braces all things, [l!id
his course is (intended to be) helpful to all under
the sky;- and hence he falls into no error. He acts
according to the exigency of circumstances without
being carried away by their currcnt;- he rejoices ill
Heaven and knows its ordinations;- and hence he
has no anxieties. He rests in his own (present)
position, and cherishes (the spirit of) generous bene
volence;- and hence he can love (without reserve)."

Paragraph 23 reads:-
"(Through the Yi), he comprehends as in a mould

or enclosure the transformations of heaven and earth
without any error; by an ever-varying adaptn,tion
he completes (the nature of) all things without ex
ception; he penetrates to a knowledge of the course of
day and night (and all other connected phenomena);
it is thus that his operation is spirit-like, Ull

conditioned by place, while the changes whir;h he
produces are not restricted to any form."

The reason why the cube and sixth powers in q liostioll.
should have as their own root a binomial, or a pair of

The Great Appendix (~~'), Section I (J:li-),

Chapter IV (~(J:9~), Paragraph 20 reads:-

Tui (Y"t), of a low-lying oollection of water (or a
marsh)."

The Covering Sphere of that Symbolism

REMARK III.

"The Yi was made on a principle of accordance
with heaven and earth, and shows u~ therefore, with
out rent or confusion, the course (of things) in heaven
and earth."

Paragraph 21 reads:-

" (The sage), in accordance with (the Yi), looking
up, contemplates the brilliant phenomena of the
heaven, and, looking down, examines the definite
arrangements of the earth;- thus he knows the
cause of darkness (or, what is obscure) and light (or,

what is bright). He traces things to their beginning,
and follows them to their end;- thus he knows what
can be said about death and life. (He perceives how

100 THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

Since the Chinese Logic of Changes makes the
universe the subject of its symbolism, just as the Chinese
national law makes all the citizens its subjects, nothing
can escape from this sphere of symbolism any more than
any of the individuals can escape the circle of national
jurisdiction. For the basis of the origin of this system of
symbolizing, including the preceding remarks, one may
refer to Legge's Translation which reads as follows:-
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REMARK V.
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REMARK VII.

The Eight Trigrams (or KWA 1~) and Sixty·four
Hexagrams are, when they are held together like all the

The Geometrical Definition of that System ot Symbols

and to ahow a motion or a change of moving picture'3,
it requires at least two of them filmed together. Fur
thermore, a show of the change of figures of this kind is
the exact meaning of the elementary symbol" Yao" (~)

and therefore, in the Chinese Logic of Changes, the latter
can be quoted, thus:-

The Great Appendix (~~t), Section II (TMJ),
Chapter I (~-:Jii), Paragraph 1, says:-

"The eight trigrams having been completed in
their proper order, there were in each the (three)
emblematic lines (or Hsiang, a figure). They were
then multiplied by a process of addition till the (~ix)

component lines (or YAOS) appeared"

and again

the same Appendix, Section I (l:~II, Chapter III
(~.::o~), Paragragh 15, says:-

"The YAO speak of the changes (taking place ill
the several lines)."

Both of them also appear to give the Same meaning,
say, that of Trigram is a symbol of a figure and that of
one of its component parts, YAO, a symbol of change of
that part, and are extracted from The YI KING, Part II
of The Sacred Books of China, translated by James Legge.

•
THE SYMBOLS OIl' YI KINO

The Three States of that Symbolism

REMARK VI.

The Kinematographlcal Explanation of

those Two Basic Elements

A term of three factors is a symbol of a figure of a
certain body while a term of six factors is a combination
of two symbols of figures of the same body but at two dif
ferent times, say, before and after its change. The latter,
therefore, is an analyzed picture of a motion of a change.
In other words, a Trigram is a symbol of a figure of a
certain body like a tiny photograph of moving picture
film, and two Trigrams connected together make a com
bination of symbols of figures of that body before and
after its change like two tiny photographs in one run,

The exponent 3 of a third power represents the 3
states in the world, namely, gaseous, liquid and solid. In
the Chinese Logic of Changes, the Trigrams "Chen" (n)
and "Sun" (~) (thunders and winds) are taken as
symbols of the gaseous state, "Kam" (:!X) and" Li " ($)

(water and fire) of the liquid, and "Ken" (.ll) and " Tui "
pt) (mountains and marshes) of the solid.

terms, is that they are representing a positive and a.
negative (a~), and the latter again, a positive and nega
tive Yao (Jt) of Trigrams (.::om!!') and Hexagrams (~il:l:!!'),

(A Yao is the most elementary form of symbol since a
multiple of them make the Trigram and the Hexagram).
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and it really means;-

which is similar to the Dichotomy of logic.
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REMARK VIII.

The Symbolic Relation of those Basic Elements to the
Influences of the Heavenly Bodies

The Sixty-Four Hexagrams, the Eight Trigrams, the

Four Emblematic Symbols and the Two Elementary

Forms when translated into Algebraic langlln.gc, are all

the products resulting from the expansion of a sixth,

third, second and first power of a binomial (or a pair of

terms). That basic binomial has already been said to be a

positive and a negative which, in turn, could be deemed

to be the positive and negative effects of the influences

of all kinds of heavenly bodies on the ea~th. Among

the positive and negative effects of their influences,

is the sun, or sunlight, which everybody knows, and the

Chinese character "Yi" (PJ) when analyzed, is split into

two characters "Zi" (El) and "Fui" (0/1) meaning in

Chinese the word "Change" O~), a combination of the

two," Sun" (8) and" Not (sun)" (0/1). In other words,

the word ." Sun" in Chinese character split from the

word" Change" is to represent the positive side of the

downward shinning influence of all kinds of heavenly

bodies and the word" Not (sun)" the negative side of

that influence. 1£ a binomial is taken to represent the

resting of a changing body, then, the second, third and

sixth powers must represent a number of its periodic

changes. This is something like the sunlight which

appears periodically and consequently any given point

on the earth will undergo many alternations of light and.

darkness.
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"Therefore in a system of symbols of Chinese

Logic of Changes, there is one undivided whole, which

produced the two of its component parts. Those two

of its component parts produced the four of its

component parts, which again produced the eight of
its component parts"

terms of products in the algebraic expansion formula"

already proved to be a cube and sixth power of a bino

mial, the Two Elementary Forms (or "I" iN) and Four

Emblematic Symbols (or "Hsiang" ~) to be a simple

binomial and square of a binomial respectively. Speaking

geometrically, Eight Trigrams (as they are combined

together) make the form of a cube, Four Emblematic

Symbols that of a square, Two Elementary Forms that

of a line (since a line like an arrow has two directions,

say, positive and negative) and the Grand Terminus

(x-Hi) alone that of a point. For the terms already

mentioned such as Eight Trigrams, Four Emblematic

Symbols, Two Elementary Forms and the Grand

Terminus, they can be quoted from The Great Appendix,

Section I, Chapter XI, Paragraph 70 which reads:-

"Therefore in (the system of) the YI there is the

Grand Terminus, which produced the two elementary

Forms. Those two Forms produced the Four Em

blematic Symbols which again produced the Eight
Trigrams, "



REMARK X.

The ExtensIon of the Generality of the Algebraic
Formulw to Other Uses

If anybody questions the appropriateness of sym·
bolizing the world by a cube and taking it to be a cube in
form, which it really is not, one may answer that, since
in mathematics, the volume of a sphere may be obtained
from the cube of ts diameter multiplied by a fixed known
ratio, and that this ratio is a mere matter of the numerical
difference between two particular forms, it does not hurt
the general symbolic formula of expansion in this
discussion.
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REMARK XI.

The Importance of the Kind of Orders of the Symbolism

By referring to the Arithmetic Exhibit, diagram No.
4, which shows numbers only in four varieties, besides
those of the two Trigrams, (( Chien" and "Kwun " those
of the three, " Sun", "Li" and "Tui" arc all eighteen,
and the other three, "Chen", "Kam" and "Ken" all
twelve. Out of these two sets of the same numbers, with
out showing the order of their component factors in each
term, there could never be revealed in each set such a
distinctio~ as exists among its three members, i.e., that
there are yet three peculiarities, three different kinds of
order of arrangement. The revelation of thc difference
of such orders as made pos3ible by the figures of Trigrams,
is the special advantageous feature of the Trigrams. To
explain the serious importance of such orders, three
examples are g-iven as follows :-

Example (A), ooncerning the order of time:-

Let us suppose three persons are drawing lots.
Two of the lots are the same and one is different.
The lots are drawn in order from under cover.

Whoever draws either one of the two similar
lots, is the loser and the other the winner. In.
this case, according to the order of the component
lines (or Yaos) of tht; Trigram" Sun ", the winnGr

alphabet translated side by side with the Trigrams and
Hexagrams of the diagrams Nos. 3 and 7, could be said to

. belong more closely to uses of this type.

I
i

\
I

J.,
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REMARK IX.

The Applicability of the Symbollsm to Bodies
of Two Dltl'erent Forms

The algebraic terms and their symbols, representing
numbers only, are still limited in their uses in a numeri·
cal circle but in Jevon's logic there is also an algebraic
reasoning which deals with reasoning in such terms and
which could therefore be said to be a wider one. In
Chinese Logic of Changes, Eight Trigrams and Sixty-Four
Hexagrams, like all the terms of the algebraic expansions
of a binomial cube and sixth power, are taken as the
reasoning symbols of the logic of its own kind similar
to the reasoning terms of algebra. Symbols of letters of
the alphabet, for uses other than those of numbers, could
be found in the logic of the said author in the form
of reasoning representing terms and again in modes
of the syllogism representing propositions, and those in
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belongs to the first person and the losers the second
and third. The question of winning belonging to
the first person and not to the second or third,
may be taken to illustrate the importance of the
order of the component lines (or Yaos) of a Trigram.

Example (B) concerning the order of position in
space as relative to the nature of the tendency of a
physical force :r-

That heavier matter oCQupies a lower position
and lighter a higher one is naturally an unchangeable
truth, and if they are placed in the reverse order of
their natural positions so that the heavier matter is
lifted up to a higher position and the lighter pressed
down to a lower one, it will develop at once that
both of them will ha\Te three kinds of natures of
tendency of their own forces, as soon as the forces of
these unnatural placings are released. Again in the
course of t~ese developments, they could be di vided
into three kinds, i.e., the start, the finish and the
combined middle of them.

For instance, once the gravitating heavier mat
ter which was lifted up drops down, it will be free
from the lifting at the start, and since the matter
of so doing is of a heavier kind and its force great,
it will therefore sink at the middle and enter at the
finish of the course. This" Freeing" (ijst), " Sinking"
(~) and "Entering" (A) are just the three kinds of
reactionary tendency of a force during three steps of
time, i.e., the start, the combined middle of both
the start and finish, and the finish. While the
floating lighter matter which was once pressed down.
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will also have three kinds of force, and in this case,
requiring only the removal of the pressure, the
matter will move up again, separate from below, and
cease its actionfinally when it has reached its position
above. This "Moving" (JfUJ), "Separating" (lllIE)

and "Ceasing" (JI:) are the three kinds of force in
the said three steps of time.

In furthering this instance, we may say that
gravitating heavy matter is like a lifted axe, which
once dropped will free itself from its holder, sink,
and enter the wood, and that floating light matter
is like a balloon held low by a child, which when
once released will move up from its holder, sepnrate
from below, and cease finally in its upward motion.

The meaning of the said instance could be
applied to one or two of the lines (or YAOS) of a
Trigram, and according to the analogous meanings
of positive and negative to those of light and not
light (or heavy). The lifted heavy axe which is
freeing from above at the start, could be tnken to
illustrate the only broken line (or negative Yao ~~3Z)

at the top of the Trigram "Tui", that which is
entering below at the finish, the only broken line at
the bottom of the Trigram "Sun", and that which
has both of these two actions of freeing and entering

in the order of one after the other to be the two
broken lines, say, one at the top and the other at

. the bottom of the Trigram "Kam" which means also
sinking, representing a combined middle action of
the freeing and the entering. Likewise, the light
balloon held low by a small child and is moving below
at the start, could be taken to illustrate the only

f
I
I
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"Chien is (the symbol of the nature of) strength
ening; K wun, of obeying; Chen, of moving;.
Sun, of entering; Kam, of sinking; Li, of being
bright (or 8epar~ting flame of a fire); Ken, of

and this chapter in his notes is taken as mentioning
the. attributes, being called also the "virtues" of
the difIerent Trigrams, and in the foregoing inter
pretation called the" natures" ('J'1M). That chapter
could be translated as meaning as follows:-

" Khien is (the symbol of) strength; Kh wan, 01

docility; Kan of stimulus to movement; Sun,
of penetration; Khan, of water, is preciptou8
and perilous; Li, of what is bright and what is
catching; Kan, of stoppage or arrest; and Tui,
of pleasure and satisfaction,"
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strengthening (oM) in nature while in "Kwun" (:1lll), it
is at first freeing (fIjt) and ente1'ing (A), and rdterwards
moving (l21J) and ceasing (JI:) being one having the
manner of passiveness or that of obeying (Wi) in
nature. The aforesaid " freeing ", " entering",
"sinking ", "moving", "ceasing ", "separating",
"strengthening" and" obeying" arc the natures of
the Emil'l' TRIGRAMs, and according to the foregoing
interpretations, the order of arrangement of the lines
(or YAOS) of the eight Trigrams will thus constitute
a certain kind of meaning.

The same could be quoted from The Treatise of
Remarks on the Trigrams (tt;U-flhC), Appendix V,
Chapter VII, Paragraph 11 whioh is translated by
Legge as follows:-

.\
:\
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unbroken line (or positive Yao 1lA3t) at the bottom
of the Trigram "Chen", that which already ceased

above in its motion at the finish to be the only
unbroken line at the top of the Trigram '''Ken'' and
that which has both of these two actions of moving

and ceasing in the order of one after the other
to be the two unbroken lines, say, one at the
bottom and another at the top of the Trigram "Li"
which means also separating, representing a com
bined middle action of the moving and the ceasing.

While the two Trigrams "Ram" and "Li" each
are combinations of the Trigrams "Tui" and "Sun",
"Chen" and "Ken" into two sets of two trigrams
each, then, in the same way, the Trigrams "Chien"
and "Kwun" could also be taken reciprocally to
be a combination of those two Trigrams "Kam"
and "Li". By a careful examination of the
Trigrams, you will notice in the Trigram "Chien"
that, besides its two unbroken lines, one at its
bottom and the other at its top, which could be
taken to represent those possessed by the Trigram
"Li", there is yet one unbroken line in its middle
which could represent that possessed by the Trigram
"Kam ", and then by noticing the Trigram" Kwun"
in a similar way, it will thus present the idea that
they are reciprocally a combination of the two
Trigrams "Kam" and" Li". But from the Trigrams
"Chien" (~) and "Kwun" CtlJl) there is yet a
difference which could be interpreted that in former
(Chien~) it is at first moving (~) and ceasing (11:.),
and afterwards freeing (llft) and entering (A) being
one having the manner of activeness or that of the
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EXHIBIT OF THE NATURES OF REACTIONARY FORCES

AND THEIR RELATIONS

Fig. 42
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ceasing; Tui, of satisfying (an action in mind
from unnatural to natural) or freeing."

For the full exhibit of the natures of two kinds of
matter and their mutual relation in respect to time,
one can refer to diagrams NOB. 42 and 43 showing
a lever with two ends of different weight in place
of the heavy axe and the light balloon mentioned
above. From these diagrams, one can see that by
adding and deducting the extra weight (joining and
disjoining the movable extra length of the lever arm)
the four natures of one side could be changed into
those of the other side (or the four Trigrams of one
side are transformed into those of the other side)
and that among these eight natures that of "Li"
having an upward tendEncy like the upward rising
of flames of fire since the Trigram " Li " is a symbol
of fire, and those of "Kam" having the downward
tendency like the downward dropping of water, since
the Trigram" Kam " is a symbol of water, they are
therefore the best that could be understood; while
that of "Sun" the meaning of entering is made more
explicit by a level above.

Great attention should be paid to these "Na·
tures" for the reason that all the descriptions of
those of the Sixty-Four Hexagrams throughout the
whole text of the Chinese I.-ogic of Changes, could be
reduced to mere combinations of these" Natures"
and that they are belonging to all of the character
istics of those eight component parts of the world
such as heaven, earth, mountains etc. as mentioned
in the second remark of this writing.
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Fig. 43

Example (0) concerning the order of position of the
different parts of a body as relative to its quality:-

In chemistry, among the formulro of various
chemicals, there are two graphic formulro for
Naphthylamine, one for a-Naphthylamine and the
other for b-Naphthylamine, and when they are

compared there is no difference in either their
qualitative or quantitative chemical composition; yet
because in them there is an Amido (NHz) group
whieh occupies different positions in their respective
graphic formula;, they possess two different kinds of
properties.
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REMARK XII.

The Suggestion of Using Heat and Light Measuring
Formulm for the Detection of Various Worldly Parts

Only with the two Trigrams, "Chien" and" Iewun "
(like the first and last terr:t;ls of the expansion series of a

REMARK XIII.

The Quantitative Explanation of the Symbols

We noted in the foregoing paragraphs that the
volume formulm of third and sixth power of n binomial,
could be used as symbols for the world, and tJwn, that to
detect the various component parts of tho Wlll'ld, oue
could thus use the method of evolution,-for instance,
if the products of two unlike Trigrams or Hexagrams
(or terms in Algebra) are known, the rest of the products
could be deduced by way of proportion, Therefore, in
physics in both measuring the quantity of hca.t (or
Calorimetry) and that of light (or Photometry), the
calculating operations of evolution and involutiull could
be used. When one speaks of this heat and light, do they
not both, belong to the influences of a lJositi vo and
negative side of all kinds of heavenly bodies? In
photometry, one may consider the area of the image on
the screen as accounting for two of the necessary dimen
sions for a volume and the distance of the image from the
source of ~light as the third dimension. In this way we
may obtain a "volume" of light. In an analogous
manner, in calorimetry, we may consider the volume of
the absorbing medium to be a measure of the "volume"

of heat involved.
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binomial cube without their rest) one could never form a
whole (~iJ) (like a binomial cube) or one transformation.
For instance, in the process of distillation, the water to be
distilled must be vaporized by heat and the resulting
steam must be condensed by cold to form a complete
process, If we regard the process of distillation merely
in the light orits initial, intermediate and final stages we
do not get an adequate picture of the changes occurring
in the system to produce these states. In the still, cold
water has to be heated, then heat has to be added to
change the water into steam, additional heat is required
to keep the steam from condensing prematurely, then, in
the reverse cycle, this additional heat has to be removed,
the steam has to change, by further cooling, to water,
and, finally, the'hot condensate has to be cooled to bring
it to its original state. Thus we see that the complete
process consists of the following changes:

Cold water~hot water~water evaporating~steam
warming~steam at constant temperature~steam

cooling~steam condensing~hot water~cold water,

From this we can readily see that in considering only
the initial, intermediate, and final stages of the process
the actual cycle of changes would be lost.

This instance is cited to explain that with only the
two Trigrams, "Chien" and" Kwun ", "Chien" for both
the vaporized steam that to be condensed, and "Kwun"
for both the cold water to be distilled and the condensed
distilled-water) without the remaining six others (the
three steps of the evaporating process, and the three of
the condensing process), it would not be possible to form
a whole (as a whole process of distillation).

Again by checking over the diagram No.4, one will
find that, since the cube of five is equal to one hundred
twenty five, with only the sums of the two terms
,. Chien" and" Kwun ", being in all only thirty five, one
could not make up to the number of the cube.
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REMARK XIV.

The Method of the Study of this Logic and the

Purpose of its Publication

The Trigrams of Hexagrams of the Chinese Logic of
Changes being in similarity to the number-symbol terms
of their respective kinds of algebraic formulre, and the
kinds of means of relating their principles to those of
the concrete numbers oione's assignment to the symbols,
employing them appropriately depends cntir~ly. upon the

't of one's wisdom With the vanetles of thecapaC!yo.
kinds of means resembling those of concrete numbers,
therefore, with hundred of kinds of the Chine~e Logic of
Changes with notes of different writers, one wIll gather as
there are with solutions of calculating problems, that

seemingly there are truths in each a~d ever~ one of those
notes. But in studying the said kind of lOgIC by merely
going over kind by kind, one could never grasp th.e real
skeleton of its principle, and even with the studYlll~ of
the Sixty-Four Hexagrams, preceding that of EIght
Trigrams it would be also useless.

Reg~rding these Hexagrams, the writer wo~ld not
dare to interpret them nor to even proceed wIth the

publication of this whole chapter of ,remarks at, fir,st, for
they were merely rough notes Vi' hlOh had nevel gone

i :
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through a final checking of critical processes of thought.
However, what the writer emphasizes, are those two
exhibits, say, fig. Nos. 3 and 7 showing the agreements
of Eight Trigrams and Sixty-Four Hexagrams respective
ly, with their corresponding terms of expansions of a
binomial cube or sixth power, and even with only those
two exhibits showing the symbolic reasoning formulreof
the Chinese Logic of Changes and without this whole
chapter of remarks, it is something like a manner without
any sign of its deductive reasoning.

The writer quite earnestly hopes that any of the
readers who have the same wishes, both in this country
or abroad, would with interest utilize their modern
knowledge in definitely demonstrating this most antique
and worthy of study product of the remote times of China,
and from various angles which should include not only
one of philosophy, but also of Art, to discover its definite
functions. It is for this reason, that the writer voluntarily
presents all of his thoughts in the foregoing exhibits,
and consequent remarks to those interested, and invites
comments and criticisms, as may be deemed necessary.
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YI SYMBOLS AS IMAGINARY GAUGES

(In various forms and graduations)

As the form which the writer has taken the initiative
in presenting in the principal part of this work is a euLic
one, some others that aro based on diagrams either
originally brought down or made by Chinese philosophers,
are also given in the Appendix. Yi symbols, once as
signed with a particular form and graduation, as 'with
physical measuring instruments, are better called imagin
ary gauges as in all probability they were that to the
ancient philosophers.

Z. D. SUNG
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Fig. 45A-C

THE BINOMIAL LINE

APPENDIX

YI SYMBOLS AS IMAGINARY GAUGES

THE FORrtlS OF LINEAR DEVELOPMENTS AND

THEIR GRADUATIONS

" ;.;. ...;~.;

ru. rwo 'LE.ENTAR~~\ /

-b--a.

THE BINOMIAL SQUARE..

Fig. 44

TWO ELEMENTAR Y FORMS

EIGHT TRlGRA1r1S

As an imaginary linelU" binomial

As lin itn~ginary lin~r polynomial of Iou' terms

FOUR EMBLEMATIC SYMBOLS

A ph)'llio..J measure 01 eigbt eighths 01 an Inch

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

As an imaginary BneliT polYliomial of eight terms

1--1

I==EJ=-= 1=== I

YI SYMBOLS AS IMAGINARY GAUGES

All inatanee of Il. physical meaS\l1e and it" graduation principle symboli1ed
in the abovc dillgum of divisions. In three series, is used 10 upuliu the
following system ol cprrespondillg YI SYMBOLS'-

THE FORM OF A STRAIGHT LINE AND ITS GRADUATIONS
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Fig. 47
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Four Emblematic Symbols

AS FOUR QUADRANTS OF A SQUARE PLANE

,,\ L.._

'+'S FOUR QUADRANTS OF A OlRCULAlt PLA rm

YI SYMBOLS AS IMAGINARY GAUGES

THE FO~MS OF PLANES AND THEIR GRADUATIONS

A8TWO Il~VES

AS fOUR QUARTERS

AS EIGHT EIGHTIIS

Fill. 46

YI SYMBOLS AS IMAGINARY GAUGES

An Imaginary Gauge 01 Eight Divisions 01 a Circle

THE FORM OF A CIRCLE AND ITS GRADUATIONS

FOUR EllBUNATIC
SYMBOLS

ElOHT TRlOnAAIS

TWO ELEMENTARY FOIUI8
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Fig. 49

A:PPENDIX

EIGHT TRIGRAMS AS EIGHT EIGHTHS

FOUR EMBLEMATIC SYMBOLS AS FOUR QUARTERS

TWO ELEMENTARY FORMS AS TWO HALVES

YI SYMBOLS AS IMAGINARY GAUGES

THE FORM OF A SPHERE AND ITS GRADUATIONS

~. .

-.: ~

With MIDDLE LItlE
u Z ul.a

With UPPER UNE
uX ~d,
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Fig. 48

The EIght Trlgrams

YI SYMBOLS AS IMAGINARY GAUGES

lI'''' LOWEn LINE
uYali,

AS THE FOUR QUADRANTS OF AN IMAGINARY CIROULAR.PLANE
ON EACH SIDE OF AN AXIS
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Diagram No. 44 (In the form of a straight line and
its graduations)

This diagram shows how the form and gradua
tions of an inch of British linear measure, in eighths,
quarters and halves, could be taken, correspondingly,
as .Eight Trigrams, Four Emblematic-symbols and
Two Elementary-forms. The exhibit of these
symbols, in the form of a straight lino, is based on
the original diagram of the Fu Hsi's Trigrams in
linear arrangement (U'iIU~) while the formation of the
gradual dual development (tJrJ-ft'fi'!) of this system
of Yr SYMBOLS was made known by the Chinese
philosopher, Shao-tzii (IDFf).

Diagrams Nos. 45A· to 450 (In the forms of linear
developments and their graduations)

Under this exhibit, diagram No. 45A is based
in principle on the preceding one, No. 44, and
No. 45B, on the original of Fu Hsi's Hexagrams in
square arrangement (}j~) while the third one, No.
45C, in cubic arrangement, as treated in .the principal
part of the work, is initiated by the writer.

DIagram No. 46 (In the form of a circle and its

graduations)

This entire exhibit is based on the original

diagram of Fu Hsi's Trigrams in circular arrange
ment (/}lR1il) while the formation of the gradual dual
development of the system of these symbols is.

borrowed from the one mentioned under No. 4·1.

Description of the dIagrams Nos. 44 to 50

r

Fig. 50

ElOHT fRIGRAMS AS EIGHT EIGHTHS

THE SYMBOLS OF YI KING

TWO ELEMENTARY FORMS AS TWO HALVES

FOUR EMBLEMATIC SYMBOLS AS FOUR QUARTERS

YI SYMBOLS AS IMAGINARY GAUGES

THE FORM OF A WAVE LINE AND ITS GRADUATIONS
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This diagram is based on the one ma.c1c by J Oil

Ghi-yun (1:f:i8'illf), a prominent scholar in this pa.rticu

lar field of study.

Diagram No. 50 (in the form of wave line and its

graduations)

This diagram is based on No. 46, in [\, circular
form, since in explanation of a wave line, circll's arc
used to show the definite relation of the relative
positions of the particles at any givcn instant. A
line drawn through the indicated points on the
circumferences will represent the wave form. This
wave diagram is also suggested by the Vibration line
dividing the Taoistic Diagram (.id1i&1l) into halves
of black and white, Ying and Yang respectively, as
suggested by Dr. Chatley who also considered
VIBRATION as Ying and Yang (!f!~£), and is to be
greatly admired for his initiation of applying the
latter to this modern scientific term (sec his work
printed on page No. 139). The Taoistic Diagram
which was first constructed by Kau-zze (]}i] T) (A. D.
1017-1073) from the fundamental ideas of the GRAND

TERMINUS (*t.~) expressed in the Confucius Appen
dixes of the Text of Yi-King and quoted under the
Remark VII of Part III, is given by the writer in

the following exhibit (see Fig. 51).
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Diagram No. 47 (In the forms of square and circular
planes and their graduations)

The whole exhibit is based in principle either
on the original of Fu Hai's Hexagrams in square
arrangement (nil) or Fu Hsi's Trigrams in circular
arrangement (/}lli1li). The four divisions of either
plane are repr~sented by a corresponding number of
Emblematic-Symbols, and to the latter were origin
ally assigned by King Wan (:51:£) four attributes,

namely, Yuan (5t), Heng (~), Li (*'1) and Chen (.ti.)

(meaning 'the great and originating,' 'the penetrat
ing,' 'the advantageous' and 'the correct and firm'
respectively) which have been widely used by
philosophers for the extension of the analogies of
the four periodic changes. The direction and order
of arrangement of these· four symbols is clockwise
like that of the apparent motion of the heavenly
bodies as it was originally, but to be in accordance
with the actual motions of those bodies, they could
be rearranged in counter-clockwise manner. Those
attributes were also mentioned by Dr. Chatley, in
his work, as four phases which indicate the inception,
climax, balance, and anti-climax respectively.

DIagram No. 48 (In the form of planes of rotation
on their axes and their graduations)

This diagram is based on No. 450, in cubic form,

or inferred from No. 47, in the form of a circular

plane representin~ the two lines of a Trigram and by
assuming its axis as the remaining one of its lines.

Diagram No. 49 (In the form of a sphere and its
graduations)
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(Extract from" The China Journ...l of Scienco & ArLH ")

CHINESE MYSTICAL PHILOSOPHY IN

MODERN TERMS

BY

HERBERT OHATLEY, D.SO., LOND.

The following notes, penned some years ago, are the
essential part of an essay endeavouring to present the
ideas suggested by the Sung system of philosophy ex
pounded by Ohina's most logical thinker, Ohn H;,i, in
modern terms. The author is far from supposing that
Chu Hsi (or Chu Fu Tzu, as he is more respectfully called)
had anticipated modern concepts, baseo. on experiment,
to the extent which at first sight might seem implied.
Rather does the essay take the form of a meditation such
as might (perhaps) be made by a present day Ohinese who
had absorbed a certain amount of modern science and
endeavoured to "rationalize" to himself the mediffival
Ohinese system.

It need scarcely be said that many erudite Ohinese
have held that their philosophers have anticipated
Western science in all essential respects. 'I'he author
fears that this is an entirely unwarranted generalization.
The most that can fairly be said is that certain of the
Chinese ancients were well on the way towards making
good guesses as to the inner nature of things, much as in
the West Democritos and Lucretius did.

If these remarks induce some to study, in the original
or translation, China's foremost philosopher, they will
have justified their existence.

,~,

\ .
I Ii,.

T.o ELEMENTARY FO!Wll

Fig. 51
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110 VIBRATION Un...~ itA GRADUATIONS

THE DIAGRAM OF THE GRAND TERMINUS

(or TAOISTIC DIAGRAM)

The ORAND TERMINUS
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'"A question here arises whether all things may not have an
indirect effect on the senses and be intelligibly cognizable through
the senses.
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change in the molecules of the Sun. The slightest motion
is infinite in its effects, the difficulty of observing them
arising from their infinitesimal value at anyone place
remote from their origin. Protoplasm is peculiarly suscep
tible' to certain motions and it is one of its distinct
features that in course of time it can evolve complex
forms (neuroplasms) which are extremely susceptible to
special varieties of motion, so that an organi:Jm proviued
with -several of these elaborate instruments can dis
criminate to a far greater extent than the simple organism
which does not possess such means of distinction.

The human organism apparently possesses a more
elaborate set of instruments, considered as a whole, than
any other animal, but it nevertheless is only directly
sensible to a small number of motions and there can be
no'doubt whatever that it is not yet even indirectly in
conscious touch with the whole gamut of cosmic energy
forms. Nevertheless if we acknowledge that the, as yet,
unknown forms of energy can produce some effect on
living matter and that the latter possesses the power of

developing sensitivity of any kind within certain limits,
we are driven to the conclusion that whole realms of
experience remain to be exposed to our consciousness.

This is as it were the physical aspect of "occultism."
There is also the psychical one, arising from the nature
of consciousness. The phenomena of consciousness

appears to be contemporaneous with, motion in living
matter, and it seems difficult in view of the continuity of
all phenomena to avoid the idea that some analogous
change occurs even in what is called inorganic matter.
We are only able to distinguish the latter from "living
matter" (protoplasm) by the complexity of chemical

't i

.. '

INTRonpCTION
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Spencerian philosophy divides the universe into two
parts, the knowable and the unknowable, the boundary
between them being fixed by the limitation of human
sense-perception.* Philosophers are by no means agreed
as to the exact value of these limitations and it is one of
the main tenets of all mystic and occult faiths that there
is no definite limit to the sense perceptions, or rather that
they incline to the view that the senses are not the only
means of acquiring knowledge. As a matter of fact it is
so difficult to define the exact limits of the power of the
senses that it seems quibbling to discriminate between the
idea of the extensibility of the sense perceptions and the
actual increase of the number of senses unless it can be
shown that a new organ performs sense functions. Biology
shows that all the sense organs originate from the sensibi
lity of protoplasm. The skin h9.s evolved a peculiar
responsiveness to the mechanical contact of solids and
fluids, the nasal membrane to the mechanical contact of
gases, the palate to chemical reactions, the ear to certain
vibrations of gases and the eye to some vibrations of the
ether, but it is more or less certain that undifferentiated
protoplasm is in some measure sensible of each of these
effects. All are special forms of motion in matter (includ
'ing ether) and there is every reason to suppose that all

matter undergoes alteration of some kind as the result of

every motion. It is a not uncommon saying among
physicists that the fall of a stone on the Earth causes a
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*It is the contrary hypothesis of Haeokel that consciousness
does not occur until a well developed form of protoplasm (psycho
plasm) has evolved, but his reasoning is not rigid.

reaction and transformation which protoplasm undergoes,
almost all th.e phenomena of sensible life being explicable
as developments of such chemical action. I t is true that
the processes of metabolism, katabolism and anabolism
present aspects which are somewhat difficult to reconcile
with ordinary chemical change, but when the instability
of the biogen molecules and their mechanical arrangement
as a cellular emulsion is considered, the difficulty is by no
means insuperable, so that most scientists now believe
in abiogenesis, although there is no doubt that we have
not yet the means of reproducing the conditions under
which it occurred. It would not, then, seem presump
tuous to assume a simple form of consciousness as a
fundamental property of matter of which organic con
sciousness is a co-ordinated integration.* If we proceed
to suppose that every moleeule responds to every motion
in every other molecule and every stress in every part of
the ether, and that every such response is accompanied
by a consciousness, it follows that each molecule is
omniscient when its experiences in time are summed, but
it needs a mechanism for reproducing those experiences
before it can become instantaneously cognisant of more
than one sensation. The brain of the higher animals has
evolved to this end so that the ability to memorise and
co-ordinate sensations has developed to an enormous
extent. By reason, however, of the correlation of the
brain to the senses during its evolution it is at present
only capable of storing impressions made through the most
receptive channels of the senses and does not memorise

METHODS OF EXTENDING KNOWLEDGE
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the effects of those other more numerous but physically
less important forms of energy which fill up the gaps
in our scientific knowledge.

For example the vibrations which lie between the
highest audible note and the lowest perceptible heat
vibration must exist in some (perhaps all) forms of
matter, but although the effects of some of them (the
Hertzian waves) are demonstrably great, we are not
cognisant of their action, if any, on ordinary matter.
Again, the high speed vibrations beyond the ultra violet
spectrum presumably ascend till the periodic time is
infinitesimal, but we know nothing of them, except
indirectly as Rontgen rays.

The Theosophists in recent years have endeavoured
to prove that each of the types of vibrations have definite
psychical functions, and that their synchronisms (har
mony), interferences (discord) and octaves (frequency
multiples) are analogous,but I cannot see that beyond
suggesting the analogy (which is not original) they havc
furthered matters at all. They claimed however to have
received hypernormal information and this then leads us
to consider the two fundamental features of metaphysical
doctrine, viz., the extension of analogies and psychical
inspirations.

The Aristotelian and .Baconian separation of know·
ledge into a priori and a posteriori concepts has undergone
considerable modification since the development of
mechanical science. The approved method of extend
ing .knowledge is by the comparison of a posteriori

.,
j:
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experienoes. Kant has shown that the very_ process of
comparison involves an a priori concept and there is
a general tendency to limit a priori notions to the
ordinary functions of thought. A priori experiences as
distinguished from methods of thinking are not generally
acknowledged and this is where philosophy of the scien
tific type falla foul of religious and occult thought. As
a matter of fact on the basis of universal oonsciQusness
it is impossible to distinguish between a priori and a
posteriori conoeptions in· a rigid manner. The a priori
principles in oategories of experience may have been a
posteriori to the developing organism, and the only

reason we have for imagining that they differ essentially
in nature arises from the fact that we are not able in
ourselves to observe the development of the categories.
The principal category with which we are concerned
is that of analogy or association of ideas which leads
us to imagine that things which are similarly related
in one respect may be so related in more than one
respect. The actual analogies arise from the continuous
juxtaposition of certain experiences leading .to a regular
linear arrangement of the memorizing cells (association
fibres), and probably when a new memory is placed
at one end of a fibre it tends to form its antithesis
at the other end by a kind of polarity. Occultism pro
fesses to have discovered by means of such analogies the
modus operandi of numerous obscure forces which act
"beyond the rango of ordinary senses, and affirms that by
the regular processes of cell development the faculty of
perceiving the effects of such forces may be produced.
Furthermore it is claimed that from time to time (or at
one particular time in the dogmatic creeds) perSOIL'! have

appeared who n-aturally possessed these hyper-normal

faculties, and have instru.cted others in the development
of them. This is revelation of the first degree. In addi

tion to this it is frequently claimed that there are external

sources of intelligence which, to a person partially

possessing these new senses, can enable the said person to

greatly develop them. Whether the mere anthropomor

phising of the energies underlying uncommon phenomena

mayor may not account for the belief in the existence of

a quasi.human, non-protoplasmic intelligence is doubtful,

but we again encounter a pef.itio principii when it is con·

sidered that matter as such may possess the two features

of intelligence namely, consciousness and response.

In support of the. claim of special inspiration at

certain times the traditions and literature of the ancients

are adduced as examples. It is acknowledged that these

have been modified by copyists and it is optimistically

agreed that such alterations have always degraded the

original sense. It is, however, admissible that there is a

certain similarity in the symbolism of the ancient books
and also certain agreement with modern thought, so that

if there is any such thing as literary inspiration an

examination of them may (not necessarily will) prove or

disprove its existence.

We may then summarize the weapons of occult

analysis· as twofold:

(1) The extension of analogies to explain and exhibit
energies as yet unperceived.

(2) The analysis of reputedly inspired writings and
traditions.
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These methods can, of course, only lead to hypotheses
and the further step is to test the applicability of these
hypotheses to psychic experience, i.e., magic.

With regard to the first method one very important
class of analogies Occurs in connection with ordinary
physical phenomena. Physical research has shown that
numerous invariable mathematical rules apply to these,
and it is conceivable that the general characteristics of
these rules may analogically be extended to occult
phenomena.

Four important generalizations may be made, and
we here strike on one of the most extraordinary coinci
dences between reputedly inspired literature and the
analogy method.

'The First generalization we may make is that of
reciprocity or mutual order.

The Second generalization is mathematical regularity
and relation.

The Third is the continuous feature of change with
alternate or opposed phases.

The Fourth is the character of objectivity or outward
manifestation of the previous three.

Now these four are precisely the same as the four
fundamental principles of the cosmos which occur in Chu

Rsi's (;!i~J(-T) expositions of the traditional philosophy of
the Yih (&~) called respectively:

Li ~ Su fa Chi.. Raing ~

order number Breath Form

(motion) (matter)
In modern terms, this states that the universe is a
Monism, mathematically related, of polar differentiation,
manifest as a succession of forms.
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The idea of order is also suggested in all schemes of
philosophy and religion although it is certainly much
more pronounced in ancient Chinese thought and modern
science than in the other types. The principle of m~:.,the

matical relation occurs in the Kabbalah, Bilbylonian and
Egyptian astrology, the Pythagorean cosmogony, and dIU

Christian Trinity. The concept of motion awl cllangu a}~

a breath with antithetical states occurs markedly ill

Indian philosophy and the notion of psychicnJ ]lulaI'd,y is
dominant in Parseeism, Islam, and Mediwval Cllristillnity.
Finally the concept of form as a mere manifestat.iun of
underlying causes is the central feature of Vedanti;~l11 llnd

all the mystical pantheisms which have devcluJll'll ill tlw
various religions. Modern occidental philosophy recog
nizes all four ideas clearly. The universe i8 dlll1lillakcl

by "Laws," which are expressible mathematically. It is
periodically and locally subject to antitheticaJ conditiuns,
whose forms are evolution and involution, pule and
antipole. Forms are but the integral of causes.

In the range of the psychic the same actions 111>p1y.
The mind follows a definit.e order (succession of motivos)
and has its polar states (the emotions) and ouLw,"\'rdly
expresses itself in form of matter and motion.

VIBRATIONS (~.t ~)

The dominant note in all the more orderly systoms of

occult philosophy is the principle of Breath or pulsn,tul'Y

change. In Indian philosophy the various Lrcu,ths
(Pranas) are regarded as the moulding forces of thc
universe and the mystic art of Yoga has for its principd
object the regulation of the psychic economy to harmonise



with the periodic changes of the Prana. Similarly the
universe is regarded as passing through alternate periods
of Evolution (Avantara) and Involution (Pralaya) the
vitality being· dependent on the fullness of the cosmic
breath (Purusha acting on Prakriti). In Chinese philo
sophy the ideas are almost identical. The Chi (*") has its
two alternations Yang amI Yin ([% and ~~) which represent
the alternations of Light and Darkness, Development and
Degeneration, and, as before, the world is supposed to
undergo periods of destruction and construction. (The
fOUf phases Yuan, Heng, Li, and Chen, :ro, ~, :ftl, tt, of
each period:ro Yuan, the Indian Kalpa, indicate the in.
ception, climax, balance, and anti.climax respectively).
The complicated Christo-Judaic System with its numerous
Egyptian, Babylonian, Persian and Greek sources possibly
shows the same idea in its antitheses of Christ to Satan,
Ahuramuzda to Angramainyus, Ausar to Set, while the
doctrine of the Logos or immanent Demiurgic Reason
corresponds to the Indian Buddhi and the Chinese ~ Tao
which seems identical with the principle of order. The
theory of periodic creation is also suggested by the alter
nation of the First Creation, the Flood, the Noachic
world·development, the Day of Judgment, and the New
Jerusalem. The difficult idea of the eternal and unvarying
character of the Future Life seems comparatively modern
and coincident with an epoch of stagnation in the develop
ment of the religion.

In modern science the extensive theory of vibrating
energy corresponds to the mystic Breath Philosophies
and the doctrine of alternate Evolution and Involution is
firmly established. It first appears in a curious form
in the Catastrophic doctrine of Cuvier (an attempt to

reconoile geological phenomena with the Hebrew tradi·
tions) which is almost identical with the Chinese theories
(see the works of Ch'u Hsi), and then fully ill Spencer's
Synthetic Philosophy. The theories of Laplace, and more
recently Lockyer and Arrhenius on cosmogny, although
they differ in almost all respects yet agree in the main
doctrine of successive destrnction and reconstruction.
Einstein's cosmogonio theories may also be interpreted
cyclically.

We have, then, an universal testimony to a periodic
character in all phenomena, and it is found almost without
exception that the changes which things undergo may be
represented by curves which plotted on a timo base ex·
hibit the features of recurrence. Whether it be the motion
of a star in space or the votes at su~cessive elections there
is this peculiarity. We find, however, that there is by
no means always an uniform character in these periodic
changes. As an example consider the voting for members
of the English Parliament between the years 1832-1910.
There was no regularity as to period or range apparent
within the values recorded, but there was an obvious
alternation of growth" the swing of the pendulum" and
an approximate periodic time of fourteen or fifteen years

in this alternation. This class of phenomena with
irregular range of variation and a slightly varying perio
dicity is a very large one, but passes insensibly into a

second class having a regular period including several

shorter periods in which the range of variation appears
irregular. Sounds, the beat of the pulse, and the current
of multiphase alternating current dynamos change in this
manner. Hore there is a regular periodic time, and each

period resembles all others or bears a definite relation to
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·Sinus, a wave.

them, but within the period there are numerous irreg.
ularities.

Lastly we have Harmonic variation, in which there
is a regular curve. It is found that this type occurs when
ever there is a force tending to restore the changing
matter to its intermcdiate position exactly proportionate
to its displacement from that position. By a mathemati
cal theorcm known as Fouricr's Serics, it is shown that
the curVes of the previous type can be reduced to the
algebraic· Sum of a number of curves of this harmonic
type having different periodic times and ranges, and so
this harmonic or sine* variation is regarded as the
standard with which all other pulsations should be com
pared and a study of its properties makes clear most of
the important points underlying the more complex forms.

In this way assisted by mathematical analysis 'Ve
arrive at the conclusion that periodic change is due to a
resistance of some kind continually acting on matter in a
state of change so that this change is always retarded
and finally reversed. So long as the change exceeds the
state of minimum stored energy the resistance pushes the
matter back towards that state with the result that it
overleaps the point of rest and acquires the reverse
(polar) kind of change and is again subject to a resistance
which again forces it town,rds the point of rest. This will
go on until the matter has soma opportunity for parting
with its energy.

Thus a clock pendulum drawn from its central
position is thereby given potential energy, and falling
back under the force of gravity passes the central position
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and mounts the other side. In rlsmg, however, it ex
periences the resistance of gravity which all the time is
urging it to the lowest position.

Sound again consists of vibrations of masses of gas.
These are compressed and thereby displaced from their
mean positions: their internal kinetic energy cnuscs
resistance (repulsion) and the compression iR decrcafwc!
until and beyond the mean position, then bccoming
expansion which is similarly resisted.

. In both these cases the motion continues till friction
destroys it. or rather converts it into vibrations of tho
ether.

Heat and light are probably similar changes in tho
ether, which is alternately compresses and rarified.

To revert to our more elaborate political example:
one party gets in but its strength is continually wcakcned
by the resistance of its opponents and external circum
stances until finally the latter secure the victory and then
again undergo the same fate.

Our known universe, as a whole, during its evolution
is continually becoming more and more complex and tho
stability of its components decreases. The set of laws
which makes for its heterogeneous growth is matched
against contrary laws which tend to destroy that growth.
At last growth ceases and then the contrary laws cause
universal destruction, finally, however, leading to It

maximum of stability in which the constructive forces
may recommence their work under the original comE
tions.

The emotions similarly follow one phaRc until
exhausted when the contrary feeling sets in and n,gn,in
suffers increase and decrease.

~ ';

. j
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HARMONY
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The modern terminology for harmonic change in

cludes the following important dcfinitions:-:.c...

Amplitude: the maximum variation from the mean.

Displacement: anyone value of the variation from

the mean.

Periodic time: the time between two exactly COrres

ponding states..

Epoch: the time from the beginning of a period at

which the change commences.

Phase: the. time corresponding to any particular

displacement.

The periodic time is for convenience subdivided into

four parts, which in the case of pure harnlOnic motion

are as follows (Fig. 52, page 145):

(1) The Periqd of Regular Positive Increase (fi; to ~)

(2) 'The Period' ~f Reg~l~r 'Positive Decrease (~ to ;f'l)

(3) The Period of Regular Negative Increase (;fll to tt)

(4) The Period of RegUlar Negative Decrease (.ti. to 5t)

These notion~ define the simple vibrations and it

remains to allude to some of the effects of combination.

When two vibrations, whose periodic times bear a

simple relation one to another, act simultaneously on

matter there is a large increase of amplitude at certain

intervals leading to a periodic change of longer period

with strong marked climaxes. These are called Beats

and cause the psychical effect of musical "Harmony" in

the case of sound.
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If the two vibrations have the same or almost the
same periodic times they either extinguish each .other
(interference) or continue to produce a new virbration of
greater amplitude. If one of the vibrations is produced
by a source of energy comparatively inexhaustible, the
successive increments of amplitude will finally cause
enormous vibrations with great energy-effects (forced

vibrations). The Hertzian and Marconi "wireless"
effects are largely produced by this means of increasing
the amplitude. There is something perhaps analogous to
this in the development of emotion in a well-balanced
person by the successive suggestions of other more
emotional people.

Discord is the psychical effect of repeated "interfer
ence" of sound vibrations.

Vibrations (Fig. 53, page 147) express themselves as
forms of Ch'i (JrU.) the vitalising Breath of the Universe
when considered in the form of Energy. This" Energy"
is precisely equivalent to the Chinese *t and can be
identified with ffi~ Shen, Spirit, or God, it being the
indestructible infinite source of all change. It has two
forms (Potential=~Yin, and Kinetic=~, Yang) and a
vibration consists in the interchange of these two. From
inception to climax, the Kinetic Energy decreases, being
converted to Potential. From climax to reversal the
Potential decreases and becomes Kinetic. From reversal
to anticlimax Kinetic decreases becoming Negative Poten
tial and froms Negative Potential we return to Positive
Kinetic energy at the inception of a new vibration. The
Ssu Hsiang (1m ~) picture this change well:-

Positive Kinetic is Yang Major
Positive· Potential is Yin Minor
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ENERGY (~)
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gaseous matter and if its frequency is enormously in
creased becomes heat. In any case it is finally transform
able into Heat. Infra-atomic energy and dwmieal
energy seem to be modifications of electro-magnetic
energy and finally Life seems to be the outcome of
elaborate chemical energy-forms with mechanical and
electrical details. Certainly all are one and tho same
thing. Energy is generally defined as matter in motion.
What matter or motion may be we know not save by
their sensations or forms (!f~), We find, however, by
experiment that if the amount of matter (inertia) stand
ardised by comparison with gravity is multiplied by the
square of its velocity (motion ill space divilkd by time)
the product although it may become latent (Potential)
can always be traced into some other form and never
varies in amount. Even Potential in the light of the
theory of molecular vibration and strain seems only to be
another form of Kinetic Energy. A muss posse;;sing
velocity strikes a surface, straining it (i. e., putting its
molecules into a higher state of vibration), Thc energy
is partly recoverable by elastic restitution and is pa.rtly
transformed to heat (i. e., ether vibrations.) So with all
the forms.

The clearest concept of energy is based on the vague
idea of gas in motion. Energy itself is a thing invisible
and therefore as a concept can only be mentally visible
when associated with matter. Gas is the most intangible
vehicle of energy that can be directly perceived and
hence it is a universal practise to speak of Energy as a
wave or breath, as of air. Hence the confusion of the
words "breath," "spirit," "air," "ethereal," etc.,

which occurs in all languages.

i·i
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Negative Kinetic is Yang Minor
Negative Potential is Yin Major
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Add to this the idea of increase and decrease and we
get the PaKua (A tr) ;_

+ K. Deer. _ .00
+ P. Incl'. =-= 00.
- K. InCl'. == 080
+ P. Deer. _ =.0.

The principle that all phenomena are the the outward
exprossions (if~) of transformations (1t) of energy (fJ )j{t) is
now well established. We have eight well defined forms
of energy each of which passes insensibly into the others.

Mechanical Energy (Gravity and motion)
Heat
Light
Sound

Chemical Energy
Electro-magnetic Energy
Infra-atomic Energy
Life Energy.

None of these ,are distinct things. Thus all can be
regarded as forms of Kinetic and Potential (mechanical)
energy. Heat is indistinguishable from light if its
frequency is increased. Electro-magnetic energy is
regarded as stress in the "ether" and in oscillating
forms becomes identical for certain frequencies with
Light and Heat. Sound is motion and potential of



Energy passes, as we have said, through alternate
changes and it will be of immediate interest to know
how much energy is involved in a simple vibration. In
order to do this we must be precise in our methods of
measuring energy. Potential energy is to be measured
by the product of the mean resistance into the distance
through which the resistance is overcome. Kinetic
energy is most conveniently measured by the product of
half the mass into the square of the velocity. The
maximum potential energy equals the maximum resist
ance multiplied by half the amplitude and since
contemporaneously there is no kinetic energy this is the
total energy of vibration. By the equation of energy
also the maximum kinetic energy is equal to the
maximum potential. The mean K. E. = half maximum
K. E. and by difference the same applies to the P. E.
The change in the K. E. (and by difference .' . in the
P. E. also) is also periodic, but differs by a quarter of a
period in phase from the periodic change of the motion
itself (- ~ - ~ £).

The principal source of energy (~J3 ~) to the earth is
the sun (B or -* 1Ya) which on account of the annual and
diurnial rotation of the earth varies periodically in its
effect. By reason of the storage power of the earth (~)
the annual change is most marked and regarding this as
the main periodic change in our field of consciousness we
may formulate it for any point in the earth at any time
as follows:

The light received on anyone day is (disregarding
the absorption effect of the atmosphere) proportionate to
the semi-diurnial arc ot" the sun's path, whioh is a function
of the declination of the sun and the latitude of the place.

IIHAPPENDIX

In the region of physiology and psychology the
phenomenon of vibration also occurs. In the series of
changes which are called metabolism there is an alterna
tion of activity and rest (fatigue) called rhythm. This
can be analysed in periodic changes of different timos.
There is the life period, the annual period, the monthly
period, the daily period, the blood circulation and
breathing period, the nervous vibration period and finally
the high frequency sound perception periods. The percep
tion of heat and light also seems to involve psychic ch[mges
of very high frequency although we may imagine that
these act through the medium of chemical change other
than psychic, which, however, seems to be an artificial
distinction. The development of concepts and emotions
seems to follow a rhythmic law also. Anger develops
slowly, suddenly becomes violent, ebbs and fiually is

LIFE

The deolination is again dependent on the timo of year.
We can approximately say that the declination is a sine
function of the epoch of the day considered in the year.

If hour angles are drawn as a function of the
declination, the periodic change in ~£ is found. At the
arctic circles there is a complete reversal but in all lower
latitudes ~i is never zero.

The daily changes in the light may be approximately
stated in a similar way.

In a similar manner the moon's revolution about the
earth causes a periodic change in her light which is
superimposed on the variation in the sun's light. rrhis

. causes no appreciable change in the day but is appreci
able at night when the sun's light is almost zero.

. '1.
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succeeded by a period of depression. Thought gradually
develops, suddenly co-ordinates to an idea, and then
gradually fades from the memory unless reinforced by
successive development.

Finally we come to the central subject of occultism,
namely: Inter-psychic reaction. Emotions in one in
dividual tend to induce similar or directly opposed
emotions in others. Ideas and motives tend to suggest
similar ideas and motives in others. This is perhaps on
the surface a very vague matter but it is professed by
occultists that it can be systematized, developed and used
for all purposes. Hypnotism, or, as it is frequently called,
Personal Magnetism, is regarded as a partial method to
this end and consists in the initial production of a state of
fatigue in one person, in which that person's own emotions
and ideas· are incapable of neutralising suggested ones.

We have already noticed that the phenomenon of
life itself seems to be but a specially elaborate combina
tion of the other forms of energy, and some biologists are
altogether opposed tp the hypothesis of a Vital Energy
as distinct from Chemical, etc. This is, however, chiefly
a verbal distinction. Chemical energy cannot easily
be distinguished from Electrical Energy, and Heat and
Light are similarly interconnected so that while it may
be true that Life is not a new form of energy it possesses
sufficient singularity of properties to be separately
classified, the most remarkable feature being, as Haldane
has said, its unity or self-preservative co-ordination. As
this has its limits. and only a cyclic existence and is
absolutely dependent on solar energy stored in food, the
assumption of a pure"entelechy or vital principle essentially
different from all else is not fully warranted.
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